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Tuning phonon properties in thermoelectric

materials

G. P. Srivastava

School of Physics, University of Exeter, Stocker Road, Exeter EX4 4QL, UK

E-mail: G.P.Srivastava@exeter.ac.uk; gps@excc.ex.ac.uk

Abstract.

This review article presents a discussion of theoretical progress made over the past

several decades towards our understanding of thermoelectric properties of materials.

Particular emphasis is paid towards describing recent progress in ‘tuning’ phonon

properties of nano-composite materials for gaining enhancement of the thermoelectric

figure of merit.
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1. Introduction

Phonons are zero-spin bosonic quanta of elementary excitations arising from the

collective simple harmonic oscillations of atoms in crystalline solids. There is increasing

interest in the theoretical prediction of material properties in which phonons play

an essential role. In particular, it is becoming clear that phonon properties of

nanostructured materials can be ’tuned’ to a large degree for future technological

applications.

We consider here thermoelectricity (TE), the process of generating either electricity

from heat engines or heating devices from electricity. Examples of modern TE

applications include portable refrigerators, beverage coolers, electronic component

coolers, infrared sensing, etc. Possible future applications of TE devices include efficient

conversion of waste heat (e.g. from waste and during powering of vehicles, etc) into

usable energy, improving efficiency of photovoltaic cells, etc. The efficiency of a

thermoelectric device is often expressed in terms of the dimensionless figure of merit

ZT of the material defined as

ZT =
S2σT

κ
, (1)

where S is the absolute thermopower, or thermopower, or Seebeck coeffient, σ is the

electrical conductivity, T is the average device temperature in Kelvin, and κ is the total

thermal conductivity. The efficiency of a thermoelectric generator (ηTE) is defined as

ηTE =
Th − Tc
Th

√
1 + ZT − 1√
1 + ZT + Tc

Th

, (2)

where Th(Tc) is the temperature at the hot(cold) side, and T is the average temperature

between Th and Tc. Similarly, the coefficient of performance (ΦTE) of a single-stage

thermoelectric cooler is defined as

ΦTE =
Tc

Th − Tc

√
1 + ZT − Th

Tc√
1 + ZT + 1

. (3)

The basic principles (including the derivation of Eqs. (1) and (2)) and applications

of thermoelectrics have been thoroughly discussed in a number of books and review

articles over the past six decades (the list is too large to include here, but for a few

non-biased references on books see: in 1950s [1], in 1960s [2, 3, 4], in 1980s [5], in

2000s [6, 7, 8, 9], and similarly for a few non-biased references on review articles see:

in 1950s [10], in 1960s [11], in 1970s [12, 13], in 1980s [14], in 1990s [15, 17], in 2000s

[18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]). The review article by Bulusu and Walker [21] has

summarised the progression of thermoelectricity and the various models for predicting

thermoelectric performance since the discovery of Seebeck effect in 1821 until the early

1990s. A recent review by Maldovan [26] explains that understanding and controlling the

phononic (i.e. phonon blocking) properties of materials may also provide opportunities

for TE applications.

Equation (2) suggests that the efficiency of a thermoelectric device operating

between Tc = 300 K and Th = 700 K would be 12.84%, 19.36%, 23.53%, 26.51%
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and 28.78% for ZT values of 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0, respectively. The central issue

in thermoelecrics, obviously, then is to find or design materials that are characterised

by a large figure of merit ZT . Estimates and experimental measurements of ZT for

different classes of materials (metals, semiconductors, insulators) have firmly pointed

out that the best ZT materials are doped semiconductors. In his review article in 1984,

Wood [14] concluded that ‘... although the experimental results to date indicate that

ZT ∼ 1 represents an upper limit, there is no theoretical basis for this conclusion for

either the broad- or narrow-band semiconductors’. Vining in 1992 [15] stated ’Neither

thermodynmics nor irreversible thermodynamics, however, place any upper limit on ZT

and transport theory reveals nothing special about the region ZT ∼ 1. ... Today,

the performance of thermoelectric devices is limited to a small fraction ( 10%) of the

Carnot limits because for available thermoelectric materials ZT ≤ 1. ... in the long run

there ... appear to be only two real possibilities: 1) ZT >> 1 is possible and will be

demonstrated experimentally, or 2) ZT ∼ 1 represents some as yet unstated principle.’

Mahan [16] derived an expression for maximum ZT in TE applications. His theory

shows that the semiconductor band gap for large ZT should be 10kBT (0.25 eV at

room temperature). With an appropriate choice of parameters for good TE materials,

his theory predicts the maximum value of ZT to be about 1-2. The review article in

1999 by DiSalvo [17] summarises: ’... There are theoretical grounds for some optimism

that materials with ZT > 4 will be found. However, the current inability to predict

new structures and compositions of new solid-state compounds makes the search for

more-efficient materials non-systematic, ... Hopefully, the advances will come soon.’

However, no bulk material has been found to really match the optimism expressed in

these articles. After a long period of quiescence, the development of techniques to

produce high quality nanostructures has led to the resurgence of experimental work for

investigating low-dimensional and nanocomposite materials that might be characterised

by commercially viable enhanced values of ZT beyond unity.

What are the factors that help enhance ZT? This has been the topic of much

research over the years, as is evident from almost all the review articles cited in this

article. The numerator in Eq. (1) can be expressed as PF × T , where PF = S2σ is

the power factor. Generally S2 decreases and σ increases with the carrier concentration

in a semiconductor. However the decrease in S2 is much smaller than the increase in

σ. Consequently, the power factor peaks for a certain value of carrier concentration,

typically in the range 1025 − 1026 m−3. The maximum value of PF in a doped

bulk semiconductor is limited by the operating temperature and some fixed, intrinsic

properties related to its electronic band structure (see discussions in Refs [14, 22]).

In a semiconducting material thermal conductivity κ is contributed mainly by carriers

(κcarriers) and phonons (lattice contribution κph)

κ = κcarriers + κph. (4)

The contribution κcarriers mainly comes from monopolar carriers (electrons or holes κmp)

in the extrinsic regime and bipolar carriers (electrons and holes κbp) in the intrinsic
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regime:

κcarriers = κmp + κbp. (5)

The monopolar carrier contribution to the thermal conductivity κmp is related to

the electrical conductivity σ through the Wiedemann-Franz relationship, and the

overall carrier contribution κcarriers is generally much smaller than the lattice thermal

conductivity κph at temperatures below which the semiconductor becomes intrinsic in

its electrical nature. The phonon contribution κph, on the other hand, can be governed

by both intrinsic factors (e.g. structure and atomic masses of species) and extrinsic

factors (e.g. amount and atomic mass of dopant and temperature).

It has been maintained [27] that the major factor which determines the optimum

value of ZT for a given semiconductor is the quantity F , given as

F = (m∗)3/2µ/κph, (6)

where m∗ is the carrier density-of-states effective mass and µ is the carrier mobility. The

dependence of the high-temperature lattice thermal conductivity of semiconductors and

insulators on material parameters has been examined by several workers. We will quote

results obtained by a few groups. Leibfried and Schlömann [28] showed that

κph ∝ AV 1/3
a θ3DT

−1, (7)

where T is the temperature, θD is the Debye temperature, Va is the mean atomic volume

and A is the mean atomic weight. Keyes [29] predicted the following relationship:

κph ∼ T 3/2
m ̺2/3A−7/6T−1, (8)

where Tm is the melting temperature and ̺ is the material density. Goldsmid [27], on

the other hand, obtained the following simple relationship:

κph ∝ (̺/A)1/3θD. (9)

The ratio ̺/A tends to fall rather slowly with A. However, Goldsmid argued that a high

Debye temperature θD and a high mean atomic weight A are important considerations

for low values of κph.

A limited amount of reduction in κph can be achieved by considering phases of a

single-crystal material with complex structural units. As a rough estimate, κph ∝ n−2/3,

where n represents the number of atoms in a unit cell [30]. Alloy formation by mixing two

or more materials of different atomic masses allows for greater reduction in κph [14, 31].

A material prepared using techniques, such as random alloying, which produces glass-like

hugely reduced κph without significantly reducing the power factor PF and hence helps

enhance ZT , is generally known as the phonon-glass electron-crystal (PGEC) [9, 32].

Experimental techniques are now ripe for fabrication of nanocomposites with rough or

disordered interfaces which hold greater promise for reduced κph and thus enhanced ZT .

To help experimental work in the field of thermoelectricity it is important to

develop adequate theories that can make confident predictions of phonon properties.

This review article will present a discussion of the theoretical progress made towards
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our understanding of thermoelectric properties of single-crystal and nanostructured

semiconductors, with an emphasis on recent ab initio attempts. We will first present

a brief theoretical description of the terms S, σ and κcarriers. The rest of this article

will then discuss, using the predictive power of theory, how phonon properties (e.g.

dispersion relation, velocity, lifetime, and hence κph) can be ‘tuned’ by selective choice

of material composition, structure and physical parameters to achieve enhancement in

the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT of nanocomposite materials.

2. Transport coefficients

Under the applications of a small electric field E and temperature gradient ∇T ,

phenomenological expressions for the electrical current J and thermal current Q̇ can be

written as

J = LEEE + LET∇T,

Q̇ = LTEE + LTT∇T, (10)

where the coefficients LEE, LET , LTE and LTT are in general tensors, with LET and

LTE being inter-related through the thermodynamic Kelvin-Onsager relation LET =

−LTE/T . These are related to the TE coeffcients as follows

σ = LEE, SLEE = −LET , κLEE = −(LTTLEE − LTELET ). (11)

It is useful to define another transport coefficient χ

χ = −LTT = κ+ S2σT. (12)

The Lorenz number L can be obtained from the relation

LTLEELEE = −LTTLEE + LTELET . (13)

The coefficients κ and χ represent the thermal conductivities, respectively, under the

zero electric current and zero electric field conditions.

The TE coefficients for composite systems can be expressed in terms of their con-

stituents. Consider a superlattice (SL) ...A/B/A/B/... made of a periodic arrangement

of layers of materials A and B, where A is a quantum well of width dA and B is a

barrier of width dB. Bergman and Levy [33] provided a formulation for expressing the

TE transport coeffcients for two-component composites in which both components are

isotropic. Their formulation was followed by Lin-Chung and Reinecke [34] to study the

TE properties of superlattice structures. Following Lin-Chung and Reinecke [34], we

can express

in-plane coefficients:

σin
SL =

dAσA + dBσB
dA + dB

, χin
SL =

dAχA + dBχB
dA + dB

, Sin
SL =

dAσASA + dBσBSB
dAσA + dBσB

. (14)

cross-plane coefficients:

σcross
SL =

σAκA
dA

ASLWSL, γcrossSL =
σAκA
dA

BSLWSL, Scross
SL =

σASA + qSLσBSB
σA + qSLσB

, (15)
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where

WSL = (dA + dB)[(χA + qSLχB)(σA + qSLσB)− T (σASA + qSLσBSB)
2]−1,

qSL =
dBσAκA
dAσBκB

, ASL = (σA + qSLσB), BSL = (χA + qSLχB). (16)

3. Carrier components of the transport coefficients

Let us denote the occupation distribution function of carriers as f [E(k), r], with r,

k and E(k) being space position, wavevector and energy, respectively. Assuming the

validity of the Boltzmann equation satisfied by f , we can express [2, 35]

(LEE)ij = Q2
∑

k

vikv
j

k
τk

∂f̄k
∂Ek

, (17)

(LET)ij =
Q
T

∑

k

vikv
j

k
τk(Ek − EF )

∂f̄k
∂Ek

, (18)

(LTT)ij =
1

T

∑

k

vikv
j

k
τk(Ek − EF )

2 ∂f̄k
∂Ek

, (19)

where Q = −e(e) is the carrier [electron(hole)] charge, k represents the carrier

wavevector, vi
k

=
∂E
k

∂ki
is the ith component of the carrier velocity, τk is the carrier

relaxation time, EF ≡ EF (T ) represents the Fermi level and f̄k is the Fermi-Dirac

equilibrium distribution function. With these, the carrier components of the transport

coeffcients can be expressed as

σij = (LEE)ij, (20)

Sij = − (L−1
EE)il(LET )lj, (21)

(κcarriers)ij = (L−1
EE)il(LET )lk(LTE)kj − (LTT )ij. (22)

It is clear from Eqs. (17 - 22) that for calculating the transport coefficients

we require (i) knowledge of the full electronic band structure, (ii) knowledge of the

carrier lifetime, (iii) a realistic method of performing Brillouin zone summation over the

wavevector k and (iv) temperature dependence of the Fermi level. Essentially, each of

the four items is a very demanding job, theoretically and computationally, and simplified

approaches are usually adopted to deal with these. Items (i) and (iii) can normally

be calculated directly, and then first-order time-dependent perturbation theory can be

applied to obtain expressions for carrier lifetime due to scattering from appropriate

sources, such as ionised impurities, acoustic phonons and optical phonons. Using

Matthiessen’s rule the total contribution to the lifetime is obtained as τ−1

k
=
∑

j τ
−1

k,j
,

where the index j indicates a scattering process. In the following subsections we briefly

describe the usually adopted simplified approaches.

We will represent system dimensionality with D (D = 3 for bulk and D < 3 for

low-dimensional structures). In particular, we will consider a low-dimensional system

comprised of materials A and B, with A being characterised with a single confined

energy state inside a square quantum well of width dA.
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3.1. Temperature dependence of the Fermi level

In order to evaluate the transport coefficient S, σ and κcarriers it is important to

establish the temperature dependence of the Fermi level. In principle, the Fermi level

at temperature T for a semiconductor can be computed from the requirement of its

electrical neutrality and the full knowledge of electronic band structure (see, e.g. [36]),

and using a root-finding technique such as the Van-Wjingaarden-Decker-Brent method

[37]. It is well known that straight-forward density-functional-based first-principles

electronic band structure are both computationally demanding and suffer from the

band-gap problem. However, for transport calculations it is often adequate to consider

the band structure of the semiconductor within the nearly-free-electron approximation,

with non-degenerate conduction and valence bands characerised with density-of-states

effective masses m∗
n and m∗

p, respectively. At temperatures of interest, the separation of

the electron and hole energies from the Fermi level satisfies |E − EF | >> kBT and the

Fermi-Dirac distribution funtion can be approximated by the Boltzmann distribution

function. The electrical neutrality condition for an n-type semiconductor can be written

as

0 = N ion
d − n0 + p0, (23)

where N ion
d , n0 and p0 are the concentrations of ionised donors, thermally excited

electrons and thermally excited holes, respectively. Following Refs. [22, 38, 39] and

with the considerations mentioned above, we can express

N ion
d =

Nd

1 + 2e−(Ed/kBT )−ηR
,

n0 =
Nvalleys

gDd
3−D
A

(

2kBTm
∗
n

h̄2

)D/2

FD/2−1(βn),

p0 =
Nvalleys

gDd
3−D
A

(

2kBTm
∗
p

h̄2

)D/2

FD/2−1(βp). (24)

Here Nd is the concentration of donor impurity atoms, Nvalleys is the number of

degenerate energy valleys, Ed is the donor energy level, Ec and Ev are the conduction

and valence band edges, m∗
n is electron effective mass, m∗

p is hole effective mass, gD takes

values 2π2, 2π and π for D = 3, 2 and 1, respectively,

E
n(p)
1 = h̄2π2/2d2Am

∗
n(p), (25)

βn = ζ − ((Ec + (3−D)En
1 )/kBT ), βp = (Ev − (3−D)Ep

1)/kBT )− ζ, (26)

ζ = EF/kBT being the reduced Fermi energy, and Fn(y) is the Fermi integral

Fn(y) =
∫ ∞

0

xn

ex−y + 1
dx. (27)

Using one donor impurity level, two bulk bands (one conduction and one valence)

with a band gap Eg and employing the nearly free electron model, Hutner et al [40]

expressed Eq. (23) in the form

2P√
π
F1/2(ζ) =

nd exp(−ζd)
exp(ζ) + exp(−ζd)

+
2R√
π
F1/2(−ζ − ζg), (28)
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where nd is the concentration of donor states (number of electrons per unit volume

occupying the donor levels), Ed is the position of the donor level below the conduction

band Ec, ζd = (Ec − Ed)/kBT , ζg = Eg/kBT and

P = 2(2πm∗
nkBT )

3/2/h3, R = 2(2πm∗
pkBT )

3/2/h3. (29)

This is much easier to solve numerically than Eq. (23) using the full band structure.

Simpler schemes leading to analytical expressions for the Fermi level (chemical

potential, or temperature dependent Fermi energy) in bulk semiconductors have been

discussed in the book by McKelvey [39]. Three different situations can be considered:

(i) strictly extrinsic regime with incomplete ionisation of impurity levels (realised at low

temperatures), (ii) intrinsic regime with equal hole and electron concentrations from the

host material, and (iii) a general case for all but the lowest temperatures and the high-

est values of impurity concentrations (so that kBT >> Ed and Boltzmann distribution

function can be used) incorporating ionisation of impurity levels as well as excitations

of bulk electron and holes. We will reproduce the useful results below.

(i) Incomplete ionisation of impurity levels:

At very low temperatures donor and acceptor levels may not be completely ionised.

In such an extrinsic regime for a D-dimensional semiconductor, under the n-type

condition n0 −Nd + nd = 0, or the p-type condition n0 −Na + nd = 0, the temperature

dependence of the Fermi level can be expressed analytically (see, e.g. [22, 39]):

for n− type :

Eext,n
F =

ζni kBT

2
+
kBT

2
ln
Nd

2Uc

− kBT sinh−1
[

√

Uc

8Nd

exp(−ζni /2)
]

, (30)

for p− type :

Eext,p
F =

ζpi kBT

2
+
kBT

2
ln

Na

2Uv

− kBT sinh−1
[

√

Uv

8Na

exp(−ζpi /2)
]

, (31)

where ζni = [Ec − Ed + (3 − D)En
1 ]/kBT is the reduced donor ionisation energy,

ζpi = [Ea − Ev + (3 − D)Ep
1 ]/kBT is the acceptor ionisation energy, and Uc(v) =

2(2πm∗
n(p)kBT/h

2)3/2. In the intrinsic regime, under the condition n0 = p0,

E int
F (T ) =

1

2
[Ec + (3−D)En

1 + Ev − (3−D)Ep
1 ] +

3

4
kBT ln

(m∗
p

m∗
n

)

. (32)

(ii) Case of completely ionised impurities:

The Fermi level for an n-type semiconductor with completely ionised donors and

in the temperature range over which the Boltzmann distribution function can be used,

the following result can be derived [39]

EF (T ) =
1

2
(Ev + Ec) +

3

4
kBT ln

(m∗
p

m∗
n

)

+ kBT sinh−1
( Nd

2
√
UcUv exp(−ζg)

)

. (33)

This is the case that applies at all but the lowest temperatures and the highest values

of impurity concentrations. At high temperatures the number of thermally excited
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carriers (electrons and holes) becomes far in excess of the donors and the result in Eq.

(33) reduces, approximately, to the result obtained from Eq. (32).

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the Fermi energy for an n-doped

semiconductor with considerations of: carrier concentration Nd = 1.0× 1026 m−3, band

gap of 0.75 eV, donor energy level 5 meV below the conduction band edge, and the ratio

of hole to electron density-of-states effective masses taken as 1.2. The dashed curve

(plotted from Eq. (31) is valid only at low temperatures when the system is strictly

extrinsic, while the dotted curve (plotted from Eq. (32) is valid for high temperature

when the system the purely intrinsic. The solid curve (plotted from Eq. (33) shows the

results for the realistic n-type system. At zero temperature, the Fermi energy lies at

Ec− 2.5 meV, midway between the donor level and the conduction band edge. After an

initial slight rise, EF for the extrinsic system decreases as temperature increases, and

then increases with temperature above approximately 1000 K when the system behaves

like an intrinsic semiconductor.

250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000

T (K)
-0.4

-0.35

-0.3

-0.25

-0.2

-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

0

Fe
rm

i E
ne

rg
y 

(e
V

)

Full range
low temp, low density
Intrinsic

Figure 1. Temperature variation of Fermi energy in n-type semiconductor computed

for the donor concentration Nd = 1.0 × 1026 m−3. The conduction band edge, donor

level and the valence band edge are set at Ec = 0, Ed = Ec − 5 meV, Ev = Ec − 0.75

eV, and the ratio of hole and electron density-of-states effective mass is taken as

m∗

p(dos)/m
∗

n(dos) = 1.2. The dashed, dotted and solid curves are valid for strictly

extrinsic (very low temperatures) and strictly intrinsic (high temperatures). The

solid curve presents the variation for the n-type system characterised with the above

parameters.
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3.2. Transport coefficients for extrinsic semiconductors

The transport coefficients for an extrinsic semiconductor can be expressed analytically

using the simplified band picture presented in the preceding sub-section. For n-type

semiconductors, the electronic relaxation time can be written as

τ = τ0(E − Ec)p, (34)

where p takes vales −1
2
and 3

2
for scattering from (acoustic) phonons and ionised-

impurities, respectively. The factor τ0 is material and scattering process dependent

and may also depend on temperature [2, 35, 41]. We also express

E = Ec +
h̄2k2

2m∗
c

for bulk (D = 3), (35)

E = Ec + En
1 +

h̄2k2in−plane

2m∗
c

for D = 2. (36)

Corresponding expressions for p-type semiconductors can be easily written. With

assumed isotropy of k-space, the summation of k in Eqs. (17) - (19) can be replaced by
∑

k =
∫

g(E)dE, where g(E) is the spin-degenerate density of states at energy E, and

the following energy integration-by-parts result can be used [2]
∫ ∞

0
er
∂f̄

∂ǫ
dǫ = −r

∫ ∞

0
er−1f̄dǫ. (37)

Assuming further that the only carrier scattering is from acoustic phonons, we can

express (see [41] for D = 3 and [42] for D = 2)

σ =























2Nvale
2h̺̄c2L

3πE2
defm

∗
c

F0(βn), for bulk (D=3);

4Nvale
2h̺̄c2L

3πE2
defm

∗
c

F0(βn) for quantum wells, superlattices (D=2),

(38)

where Nval is the number of valleys, cL is the velocity of the longitudinal phonon

mode in the long-wavelength limit, Edef is the acoustic deformation potential, m∗
c is

the conduction band effective mass and F0(βn) is defined in Eq. (27).

The Seebeck coefficient, for electrons, can be expressed as [22, 43]

S = −kB
e

[

(p+D/2 + 1)Fp+D/2(βn)

(p+D/2)Fp+D/2−1(βn)
− βn

]

. (39)

The carrier contribution to the thermal conductivity can be expressed as

κcarrier = Tσ(βn)L(βn), (40)

where L is the Lorentz number given as

L =
(kB
e

)2
[

(p+D/2 + 2)Fp+D/2+1(βn)

(p+D/2)Fp+D/2−1(βn)
−
(

(p+D/2 + 1)Fp+D/2(βn)

(p+D/2)Fp+D/2−1(βn)

)2]

. (41)

Sometimes it is convenient [41, 44] to express the conductivity in terms of the

mobility µ. This is achieved by expressing σ = n|Q|µ, with µ = |Q|
mc

< τ >, where < τ >

is the energy average of the relaxation time defined as

< τ >=

∫∞
0 τ(E)E3/2 ∂f̄

∂E
dE

∫∞
0 E3/2 ∂f̄

∂E
dE

≈
∫∞
0 τ(W )W 3/2 exp(−W )dW
∫∞
0 W 3/2 exp(−W )dW

; W = E/kBT. (42)
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Using < τ > rather than τ(E) in Eqs. (17)-(19), or Eqs. (20)-(22), has been referred

to as the constant relaxation time approach (CRTA), which assumes that the carrier

scattering rate is independent of its energy.

It is useful here to present expressions for the electronic transport coefficients

using the constant relaxation time approximation (CRTA) and parabolic bands.

For conduction along the x direction, Hicks and Dresshaus obtained the following

expressions:

(i) 3D n-type bulk material, with the dispersion relation E(kx, ky, kz) = h̄2

2
( k

2
x

m∗

x
+

k2y
m∗

y
+ k2z

m∗

z
) [44]:

SCRTA = − kB
e

(5F3/2

3F1/2

− ζ
)

,

σCRTA =
eµx
2π2

(2kBT

h̄2

)3/2
(m∗

xm
∗
ym

∗
z)

1/2F1/2,

κCRTA
carriers =

< τ > kBh̄
2

6π2

(2kBT

h̄2

)5/2(m∗
ym

∗
z

m∗
x

)1/2(7

2
F5/2 −

25F2
3/2

6F1/2

)

, (43)

where m∗
x, m

∗
y, m

∗
z are the effective-mass components and µx is the (constant) mobility

in the x direction.

(ii) 2D n-type material of square cross section, with a side of length dA and

dispersion relation E(kx, ky) =
h̄2

2
( k

2
x

m∗

x
+

k2y
m∗

y
) + h̄2π2

2m∗

zd
2
A

[44]:

SCRTA = − kB
e

(2F1

F0

− βn
)

,

σCRTA =
eµx
2πdA

(2kBT

h̄2

)

(m∗
xm

∗
y)

1/2F0,

κCRTA
carriers =

< τ > kBh̄
2

4πdA

(2kBT

h̄2

)2(m∗
y

m∗
x

)1/2(

3F2 −
4F2

1

F0

)

. (44)

(iii) 1D n-type material of square cross section, with a side of length dA and

dispersion relation E(kx) =
h̄2k2x
2m∗

x
+ h̄2π2

2d2
( 1
m∗

y
+ 1

m∗

z
) [45]:

SCRTA = − kB
e

(3F1/2

F−1/2

− βn
)

,

σCRTA =
eµx
πd2A

(2kBT

h̄2

)1/2
(m∗

x)
1/2F−1/2,

κCRTA
carriers =

< τ > kBh̄
2

πd2A

(2kBT

h̄2

)3/2( 1

m∗
x

)1/2(5

2
F3/2 −

9F2
1/2

2F−1/2

)

. (45)

The expressions in Eqs. (43)-(45) have been routinely employed in numerical

calculations of the transport coefficients. However, the assumption underlying the CRTA

that the carrier scattering time < τ >, or the mobilty µx, is independent of carrier energy

and dimension(s) of a system is unrealistic and may produce physically unappealing

results, as has been emphasized by Broido and Reinecke [46], and it is advisable to use

the full theoretical treatment of the carrier transport coefficient described earlier.
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3.3. Transport Coefficients for intrinsic semiconductors

The nature of a doped semiconductor turns from extrinsic to intrinsic at high

temperatures when the dopant carriers are fully ionised and thermally excited host

electrons and holes begin to contribute to the transport properties. The transport

coefficients are then expressed as [2, 47]

σtot = σn + σp, (46)

Stot =
σnSn + σpSp

σtot
, (47)

κcarriers =
(kB
e

)2
T

{

L(βn)σn + L(βp)σp +
σnσp

(σn + σp)

[

r1 + r2 + ζg
]2
}

, (48)

where r1 and r2 are dimensionless positive parameters depending on the electron and

hole scattering processes, and ζg is the reduced band gap. Assuming predominance of

scattering from phonons, it is estimated that r1 = r2 = 2. In the above equation, the first

two terms represent monopolar contributions (from electrons and holes, respectively)

and the thrid term is the bipolar contribution (κbp) from electron-hole pairs.

Consider an n-type bulk semiconductor (D = 3) within a single band

approximation. At temperatures when intrinsic behaviour becomes important the band

edges are much farther apart than the thermal energy kBT , so that the Fermi-Dirac

distibution function for excited electrons in the conduction band and excited holes in

the valence band can be expressed in the Botzmann form f̄e = exp[(EF −Ec)/kBT ] and

f̄h = exp[(Ev − EF )/kBT ], respectively. With this consideration the Fermi integral in

Eq. (27) can be expressed as

F classical
n (y) = eyΓ(n+ 1). (49)

Equation (24) then is heavily modified and the electron and hole concentrations are

given by [39]

ni = pi = 2
( kBT

2πh̄2

)3/2
(m∗

nm
∗
p)

3/4 exp(−ζg/2). (50)

The following expressions can then be easily derived:

σCRTA
intrinsic =

√
πe

4π2

(2kBT

h̄2

)3/2(

m∗
nm

∗
p

)3/4
(µn + µp) exp(−ζg/2) (51)

Sintrinsic = − kB
e
[(p+ 5/2)− ζ] (52)

Lintrinsic = (p+ 5/2). (53)

When using these expressions, it should be remembered that as both τ and m∗ usually

vary with temperature, so does the mobility. The temperature dependence of the

mobility µ is material dependent, but is expected to be somewhat different from T−3/2.

4. Phonon transport coeffient

Having described the carrier transport coefficients in a resonable manner, we attempt

now to discuss in some detail several issues related to the phonon transport coefficient,
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viz. the lattice thermal conductivity (phonon conductivity) of bulk and low-dimensional

semiconductors. Of particular importance will be the question of how to tune phonon

properties with a view to seeking enhancement in the TE figure of merit ZT . In order

to achieve our aim, we would need first to gain knowledge of phonon modes, then

develop a suitable theory of phonon transport, and finally examine some of the factors

that control lattice thermal conductivity of low-dimensional systems, particularly in the

form of nanocomposites.

4.1. Phonons in bulk thermoelectric materials

4.1.1. Lattice dynamical problem: Determination of phonon eigenvalues (i.e.

frequencies) and eigenvectors (i.e. atomic displacement pattern) at desired wavevectors

inside the Brillouin zone of a crystalline structure is generally known as the lattice

dynamical study. This has traditionally been attempted at two levels: at the atomic

level using the concept of inter-atomic harmonic force constants, and at the continuum

level treating a solid as a continuum and using the concept of second-order elastic

constants. Atomic level theories have been based on either phenomenological models

(see, [48, 49] for details) or at first-principles level (see, e.g. [49, 50]). First-principles

approaches (based on the application of Density Functional Theory for electron-electron

interactions and perturbation theory (DFPT) [50]) present the state-of-the art but,

depending on local computational facilities, may not be affordable for crystal structures

with very large unit cell volumes. Physically appealing phenomenological approaches

such as the adiabatic bond charge model (BCM) [51], and (semi)empirical approaches

based on applications of interatomic potentials [52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 59], can be applied

to relatively larger unit cells of tetrahedrally bonded systems. For much larger unit

cells, and thus for nanostructures of physically realisable sizes, elastic and dielectric

continuum models of phonons become a necessity. Such models rely on good estimates

of elastic constants and dielectric constants required for the crystal symmetry under

study [60].

The following procedure can be adopted to set up the lattice dynamical problem

at the atomic level. Let x(lb) = x(l) + x(b) denote the position of bth atom of mass

Mb in l
th unit cell of a periodic system. A trial function for atomic vibrations can be

expressed as

uα(lb) =
1√
Mb

∑

q
U ′
α(q; b)exp[i(q · x(lb)− ωt)], (54)

with U being the vibrational amplitude. Solutions to the lattice dynamical problem can

be obtained by solving the following eigenvalue equations

ω2eα(b; qs) =
∑

b′β

Cαβ(bb
′ | q)eβ(b′; qs). (55)

Here e(b; qs) is the eigenvector of atomic displacements and Cαβ(bb
′ | q) is a Fourier
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component of the inter-atomic force constant matrix Φαβ(0b; lb
′):

Cαβ(bb
′ | q) = 1√

MbMb′

∑

l

Φαβ(0b; lb
′)exp[−iq · (x(0b)− x(lb′))]. (56)

The force constant matrix {Φαβ(lb; l
′b′)} is obtained from the harmonic part of the total

crystal potential energy. This is achieved ab inito in first-principles methods and by

means of adjustable parameters in phenomenological methods. For Nb basis atoms in a

unit cell, there will be 3 acoustic branches (two transverse, or TA, and one longitudinal,

or LA) and 3(Nb − 1) optical branches.

Phenomenological approaches to lattice dynamical studies have a long history, the

first attempt being made a hundred years ago. Such studies can be broadly classified in

three categories: (i) force constant models, (ii) rigid ion models and (iii) dipole models.

Examples of force constant models include the Born model [61], the Born-von Kàrman

model (see [62]) and the valence force field model [63, 64, 65]. The rigid ion model

has been applied to ionic solids [66] as well as to tetrahedrally bonded semiconductors

[67, 68]. Examples of dipole models include the shell model [69, 70, 71], the deformable

(or breathing) shell model [72, 73] and the bond charge model [65, 74]. The bond charge

model was developed into an adiabatic bond charge model (BCM) for successful lattice

dynamical studies of tetrahedrally bonded semiconductors [51, 75, 76]. Since the 1980s

there have been numerous successful applications of the (semi)empirical approaches

based on applications of interatomic potentials for calculations of phonon dispersion

relations in tetrahedrally-bonded semiconductors (see, e.g. [52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 59]).

We will briefly describe the essence of the adiabatic bond charge model (BCM) and

the first-principles method (DFPT), and present results of calculations for a few bulk

and nanostructured TE materials.

(i) Adiabatic bond charge model:

In covalently bonded semiconductors (e.g. Si and Ge) and in partially covalently

bonded semiconductors (e.g. III-V’s and II-VI’s) the majority of the valence charge is

located along bonds between nearest neighbours. The bond charge model [51, 75, 76]

treats such systems as a collection of ionic charges at atomic sites and bond charges

at the locations of valence charge maxima along inter-atomic bonds. This concept is

illustrated in Fig. 2 for the zincblende structure. In the adiabatic bond charge model,

a bond charge (bc) is assigned zero mass and its motion adiabatically follows that of

ions. Three types of inter-particle interactions are considered: (a) ion-ion, ion-bc, bc-bc

Coulomb interaction, (b) ion-ion and ion-bc central short-range interaction (for het-

eropolar semiconductors bc-bc short-range interaction is also considered) and (c) ion-bc

and bc-bc non-central (or bond-bending) interaction of Keating type [64]. The total

number of disposable BCM parameters is four for diamond structure purely covalent

materials (e.g. diamond, Si, Ge) and six for zincblende structure partly covalent mate-

rials (e.g. GaAs, CdTe, etc.). A detailed discussion of how the dynamical matrix is set

up can be found in Ref. [49].
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a
BC

Ion

Figure 2. Illustration of the BCM concept for the arrangement of ions (open and filled

spheres) and bond charges (small filled spheres) with tetrahedral bonding between

nearest neighbour atoms in the zincblende structure.

(ii) First-principles Aapproaches:

Several levels of first-principles approaches have been adopted for phonon

calculations [49], such as the frozen phonon method, the restricted dynamical matrix

method, the planar force constant method and a perturbative method within the linear

response approach. While other methods are applied to determine phonon modes at

symmetry points or along symmetry directions inside the Brillouin zone of the system

under consideration, the last approach can be applied for calculations of phonon eigen

solutions throughout the Brillouin zone. The method uses a combination of the density

functional and perturbation theories (hence known as DFPT) and can in principle be

applied with any ab initio method of electronic band structure calculations (such as the

tight-binding method, the full-potential augmented plane wave method, atomic-orbital-

based pseudopotential method and the planewave pseudopotential method). The most

common of these is the planewave pseudopotential method, which has been discussed

in detail by Giannozzi et al. [77]. Here we point out the essential steps of the DFPT

approach.

For a given atomic displacement u the electronic part of the total energy is expressed

as

Eel(u) = Eel(0) + δEel(u,∆ρel), (57)

where ∆ρel is the resulting change in the electronic charge density. The electronic con-

tribution to the force constant matrix Φ depends on ∆ρel and the change ∆VKS in the

Kohn-Sham potential. A self-consistent change in ∆VKS is expressed up to terms linear

in ∆ρel. Similarly, using first-order perturbation theory, ∆ρ is expressed in terms of

∆VKS. An iterative solution is obtained for ∆ρel and ∆VKS by solving the two relation-

ships.

(iii) Continuum approximation:

In the long wavelength limit phonon dispersion relations can be derived by treating

a crystalline structure as a continuum with an equivalent mass density. Acoustic and

optical phonon phenomena can be discussed by adopting the elastic continuum and
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dielectric continuum models, respectively [60]. Analysis of many thermal properties

have been made by considering only the long wavelength acoustic phonon branches. For

isotropic media, this results in the linear dispersion relation ω(qs) = ω(q, s) = csq, where

s = TA(LA) indicates the transverse(longitudinal) polarisation branch. The concept of

Brillouin zone is replaced with that of the Debye sphere of radius qD for an isotropic 3D

continuum, ensuring that its volume accommodates all acoustic phonon modes [48].

4.1.2. Phonon density of states: With phonon frequencies ω(qs) available for modes qs

throughout the Brillouin zone for the crystal structure under consideration, the density

of phonon states (DOS) at frequency ω can be evaluated using the relation

g(ω) =
∑

qs
δ
(

ω − ω(qs)
)

. (58)

Several methods have been proposed and employed for performing Brillouin zone

summations of the type required for performing DOS and related calculations. Let us

consider the summation of a general periodic function f(q)

I =
∑

q
f(ω(q)). (59)

If the function f(ω(q)) is isotropic with a linear dispersion relation, i.e. ω(q) = cq,

then the summation can be performed by using the Debye scheme. In this scheme the

Brillouin zone summation for a cubic isotropic function is expressed as an integral over

the Debye sphere of radius qD

I =
∫ ωD

0
gD(ω)f(ω)dω, (60)

where

gD(ω) =
N0Ω

2π2

ω2

c3
, (61)

is the Debye density of states function and ωD = cqD is the Debye frequency. The simple

isotropic continuum Debye method must be improved adequately to deal with non-cubic

crystal structures, and dispersive phonon modes in acoustic as well as optical branches.

For more general situations, efficient and accurate numerical evaluation of the

Brillouin zone summation can be made by considering a set of ‘special q-points’,

constructed by following a technique such as that described by Monkhorst and Pack

[78]. For a choice of Nsp special {qi} points inside the central Brillouin zone and weight

factors {W (qi)} associated with them, the integral I can be estimated as

I ≃ N0

Nsp
∑

i

f(ω(qi))W (qi), (62)

where N0 is the number of unit cells in the crystal. For a given shape of Brillouin zone,

different sets of special {qi} points can be generated. A set is considered more ‘efficient’

if it provides an acceptable result for the integral with the least number of {qi} points

[79].
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Using the ‘special q-points’ method, the expression in Eq. (58) for DOS can be

evaluated as

g(ω) ≃ N0

Nsp
∑

i

W (qi)δ
(

ω − ω(qis)
)

. (63)

The Dirac delta function in the above equation can be replaced by a Gaussian function

of width ξ, allowing evaluation of the DOS in the form

g(ω) = limξ−>0
N0

ξ
√
π

Nsp
∑

i

W (qi) exp
[

−
(

ω − ω(qis)
)2
/ξ2

]

. (64)

4.1.3. Results for bulk Si and Ge: The phonon dispersion curves for Si and Ge, obtained

theoretically using the BCM and measured experimentally using neutron scattering

experiments, are shown in Fig. 3 along several symmetry directions in the fcc Brillouin

zone. With 2 basis atoms per fcc lattice point for the diamond structure, there are in

all six phonon branches. Close to the zone centre (the Γ point), in increasing order

of frequency these branches are: two TA, one LA, two transverse optical TO and one

longitudinal optical LO. It can be noted that close to Γ the dispersion is linear, though

not isotropic. The maximum acoustic and optical frequencies, respectively, are close

to 11 THz and 15.8 THz in Si, and close to 7 THz and 9.5 THz in Ge. There is no

acoustic-optical gap for either bulk.
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Figure 3. Phonon dispersion curves for Si and Ge. Solid curves are obtained from the

application of the adiabatic bond charge model (taken from Ref. [80]) and the symbols

represent measurements made from neutron scattering experiments (taken from Refs.

[81, 82, 83, 84]). Also shown are various symmetry points in the fcc Brillouin zone.

Figure 4 presents the DOS for bulk Si, evaluated numerically from the application

of the BCM. There are peaks (indicating van Hove singularities) at frequencies approxi-

mately equal to 4, 7.6, 8.4 and 12.5 THz. For comparison, the DOS of the corresponding

elastic continuum, with an average acoustic phonon speed of 5691 m/s, is also plotted

on the same graph. Clearly, the DOS of the continuum matches well with the realistic

numerical results only in the low frequency range 0-3.5 THz. Apart from significant

departure from the realistic results for high frequencies, the continuum theory indicates

a van Hove singularity at around 9.5 THz, close to a dip in the realistic curve.
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Figure 4. Phonon density of states for bulk Si. The curves with solid and dotted

lines represent results from the application of the BCM model and for Debye’s isotropic

continuum model, respectively.

4.2. Phonons in nanostructured thermoelectric materials

As explained by Chen et al. [18] there are two schools of thought for developing

theoretical explanations for the thermal conductivity of nanostructures, such as

superlattices. In one approach, one develops a theory based on calculations of the

phonon spectrum, phonon velocity, and phonon density of states. In another approach,

one treats phonons are treated as particles and their reflection and transmission across

an interfaces is treated classically. In the first approach, phonons are totally coherent,

as long as the interfaces and internal scattering do not destroy the coherence of the

phonons. It should be borne in mind that the discussion in this review article is based

on using both the approaches.

A nanostructured material, such as a nanowire, a nanodot or a quantum well,

can be modelled for phonon computation using one of the methods described in the

preceding sub-section by adopting an artificially repeated structure, with a large unit cell

(LUC) containing the nanostructure and an adequate vacuum region to avoid interaction

between neighbouring nanostructures [49]. No vacuum region is required when modelling

a superlattice, and the LUC is defined by the repeat period of the structure. The crystal

symmetry of such systems will be lower than that of bulk systems. A nanocomposite

contains at least two materials (of different masses) in each of its LUC. This essentially

gives rise to the gap opening both at the centre and edges of the Brillouin zone of the

newly constructed periodic structure. Presence of surface(s) and formation of interfaces

can, respectively, give rise to surface and interface phonon modes. DFT-based first-

principles methods can be straightforwardly applied to such structures. However, when

applying a phenomenological method, such as the BCM, an adjustment must be made

to deal with hetero bonds at the interfaces between different material species within

each LUC.
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Phonon dispersion relations of nanostructured materials are characterised as having

size-dependent and symmetry-reduction features. In addition, there can be composition-

dependent features for nanocomposites. Thus, substantial changes in phonon dispersion

relations can be expected, or achieved, by nanostructuring. In general, three types of

new features can be expected: branch foldings, gap openings and mode confinements.

Each phonon phonon branch in the bulk zone can be plotted as a few branches in the

new (smaller) Brillouin zone for the nanostructure. This is done by ‘folding’ the bulk

branch at the edge and the centre of the zone for the nanostructure. If, for example,

the structural periodicity in a nanostructure is twice that of the corresponding bulk

structure, then a phonon dispersion curve is folded once at the nanostructure zone

boundary. If the composition of a nanostructure contains more than one material,

then in general the folding (at the zone edge, or the zone centre) may be accompanied

by splitting of the otherwise degenerate branches. Such splittings are known as gap

openings. The folding and splitting features are accompanied by flatness in the splitted

branches. Some of the higher-lying phonon branches tend to be characterised by very

low dispersion, e.g. the corresponding modes become confined. Raman scattering

studies [57] have confirmed the confinement of optical branches in semiconductor

superlattices. Theoretical studies [58] have indicated that higher frequency acoustic

phonons in superlattices are also characterised by confinement. In fact such modes are

more like standing waves within each layer of a superlattice, polarized normally to the

interfaces of the superlattice, and therefore are non-propagating.

In order to make the BCM calculations for nanowires, nanoslabs and nanodots,

Hepplestone and Srivastava [85] employed the above mentioned concept of a periodic

supercell, with each LUC containing the nanostructure and an adequate vacuum region

around it. They set the effective mass of atoms present in the vacuum region as 10−6

that of a single Si atom.

Si nanowires:
Phonon dispersion relations of free standing Si nanowires have been obtained by

several groups employing different techniques. These include the works of Mingo and

Yang [59], Thonhauser and Mahan [86], Nishiguchi et al. [87], and Li et al. [88].

Mingo and Yang [59] employed Harrison’s interatomic potential that uses only two- and

three-body terms. For a free standing nanowire four acoustic branches are obtained:

one dilatational, one torsional (or shear) and two flexural. While the dilatational and

tortional branches have a linear disperion relation, the two flexural branches have a

quadratic dispersion relation.

The embedding technique employed by Hepplestone and Srivastava [85] for

nanowires almost mimics the clamped boundary conditions employed by Thonhauser

and Mahan [86] and has the advantage that the resulting phonon dispersion curves

represent those of a nanostructure on a substrate. However, the disadvantage of this

technique is that, as the rotational freedom is not available, it would not allow for the

fourth acoustic branch obtained for a free standing nanowire [87].
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The phonon dispersion curves and density of states obtained by Hepplestone and

Srivastava [85] for an ultrathin Si nanowire (NW) of cross-section 0.543 nm × 0.543 nm

and growth direction [001], obtained from BCM calculations [85], are shown in Fig. 5.

The size of the Brillouin zone along the growth direction, Γ-Z is half of the distance

Γ-X for the bulk zone in Fig. 3. A close comparison of the dispersion curves along Γ-Z

for the NW with those along Γ-X for the bulk clearly suggests that both folding and

gap openings have taken place upon the wire formation. The acoustic modes have very

high group velocities near the zone centre in the propagation direction (Γ-Z), and all

non-acoustic modes are almost flat and dispersionless in all directions. Γ-X and Γ-K are

confinement directions, and the degree of flatness of the optical branches along these

directions shows the lack of interaction between neighbouring nanowires in the supercell

geometry adopted for the modelling of a single nanowire. There are several gaps in the

DOS, located both within and above the bulk Si acoustic range. Also, the DOS peaks

are sharp, with delta-like very narrow widths.
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Figure 5. Phonon dispersion curves and density of states for a Si nanowire of cross-

section 0.543 nm × 0.543 nm and infinite length along [001]. Γ-X and Γ-Z represent

directions perpendicular and along the wire growth, respectively, and Γ-K is along the

face diagonal in the Brillouin zone for the structure. The DOS curves for the wire and

bulk are shown with bold and dashed lines, respectively. Taken with permission from

[85].

As the wire thickness increases, the gaps in the DOS decrease rapidly. However, in

the lower acoustic range the DOS increases in flat steps. This is in strong agreement

with the prediction of the Debye continuum model that ω ∝ q and g(ω) ∝ ω0. The

energy of the highest optical mode is shifted downwards due to localisation. The posi-

tion of the highest-lying peak in the DOS shifts gradually upwards with wire thickness,

tending towards the bulk peak for thick wires. The group velocity of the acoustic modes

decreases with increase in wire thickness, dropping below the corresponding bulk value.

This behaviour of the group velocity, obtained from the full three-dimensional lattice
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dynamical calculations, is different from the results obtained from the elastic contin-

uum model [60] which predicts a constant group velocity that is much smaller than the

bulk value regardless of thickness. However, extrapolation of results of full calculations

suggest that with increases in wire thickness, the group velocity will decrease towards

the results obtained from the continuum theory.

Si nanoslabs and nanodots:
Figure 6 shows BCM results for phonon dispersion curves for a Si nanoslab of thick-

ness 0.543 nm (left panel) and nanodot of size 0.53 nm × 0.543 nm × 0.543 nm. In

the nanoslab the phonon branches are flat and dispersionless in the direction of confine-

ment, though not to the same degree as for the thinnest nanowire. The nanodot offers

confinemnet in all three directions, as expected. As the system size increases, the nan-

odots show much greater flatness in dispersion curves than a nanowire of the same size

of confinement. Similar to nanowires, the phonon DOS of nanoslabs and nanodots are

characterised by the appearance of several gaps for the ultrathin size. The number and

widths of gaps decrease rapidly as the size increases, as seen from the results presented

in Fig. 7. A closer examination reveals that the DOS in the acoustic region follows the

prediction of the Debye continuum model, i.e. g(ω) ∝ ω, g(ω) ∝ ω0 and g(ω) ∝ ω−1 for

the nanoslab, nanowire, and nanodot systems, respectively.
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Figure 6. Phonon dispersion curves for (a) Si nanoslab on face (001) of thickness

0.543 × 0.543 nm, and (b) Si nanodot of size 0.543 nm × 0.543 nm × 0.543 nm. Taken

with permission from [85].

Si/Ge superlattices:
As an example of a nanocomposite thermoelectric material we consider
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Figure 7. Density of phonon states for Si nanostructures: (a) nanoslab 0.543 nm

thick, (b) nanodot of size 0.543 nm × 0.543 nm × 0.543 nm, (c) nanoslab 32.520 nm

thick, (d) nanodot of size 1.629 nm × 1.629 nm × 1.629 nm. The continuum region is

indicated by the box. Taken with permission from [85].

Si(n)Ge(m)[001] superlattices, where n and m indicate the number of (001) bi-layers

of Si and Ge atoms within a unit cell. For brevity we will denote these superlattice

(SL) structures as SL(n,m). Detailed first-principles calculations of phonon dispersion

curves for ultrathin SL(n, n) have been reported in Refs. [89, 90]. Here we make a few

general observations.

The periodicity along the growth direction of SL(n,n) is na, where a is the cubic

lattice constant indicated in Fig. 2. The length of the SL Brillouin zone along the growth

direction is thus π/na. This is 1/2n times that of 2π/a, the length of the bulk BZ along

[001]. This means that phonon dispersion curves in a fictitious Si(n)Si(n) superlattice

would correspond to bulk Si dispersion curves ‘folded’ 2n times. This concept is helpful

in understanding the results of the realistic calculations presented in Fig. 8 and in Fig.

9.

Figure 8 shows the unit cell and atomic position for SL(2,2)[001]. There are 8

atoms in the SL unit cell, leading to 24 phonon branches, the 3 lowest being the acoustic

branches. Also presented in that figure are the phonon dispersion curves (with atomic

relaxation effects included) for low frequency phonons along the growth direction. The

size of the Brillouin zone is a quarter of the bulk zone. Thus each bulk branch gets
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Figure 8. (left panel:) Schematic illustration of the unit cell for the Si(2)Ge(2)[001]

superlattice, comprised of n = m = 2 bilayers of Si and Ge each oriented along

the growth direction [001]. Positions of Si and Ge atoms are indicated by spheres

of different sizes (and colours). (Right panel:) Dispersion curves along the growth

direction for low frequency phonon branches.

folded into four branches. The foldings are accompanied by mini gap openings. The

acoustic modes arise from a combination of atomic vibrations in both the Si and Ge

layers. For higher branches some of the phonon modes are more Si-like and some are

more Ge-like. It is instructive to examine these features by comparing the SL results

with the bulk results in Fig. 3. Note the unit conversion relations: 1 THz = 4.1357

meV = 33.3563 cm−1.

Figure 9 shows the results for SL(1,1) and SL(4,4). The three general features

along the growth direction [001], viz. zone folding, formation of mini gaps and mode

confinement, can be noted for both systems. The enlargement of periodicity along the

growth direction also causes the above characteristics to be present to some extent in

the planar directions, such as [110]. The most significant changes in the dispersion

curves and DOS can be noted for frequencies above 200 cm−1. The presence of two

materials wirhin each unit cell leads to atomic relaxation, i.e. Si-Si and Ge-Ge bond

length well inside Si and Ge layers and the Si-Ge interface bond length being close to

the weighted average of individual bond lengths. The effect of relaxaed atomic geometry

is to shift the maximum frequency upwards, and while the general qualitative structure

of the DOS remains unaffected, most of the peaks above 200 cm−1 are shifted upwards.

Computed phonon speeds for the acoustic branches are: c(acoustic)= 6078, 3614, (4633,

4753, 4821, 5035, 5000) ms−1 for Si bulk, Ge bulk and SL structures with n = m = 1−5.

Figure 10 presents the dispersion curves along the growth direction of the Si(4

nm)Si0.4Ge0.6(8 nm)[001] superlattice. Ezzahri et al. [91] successfully fabricated such a

structure and, using a sub-picosecond spectroscopic technique, measured three LA mini
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Figure 9. Phonon dispersion curves for Si(1)Ge(1)[001] and Si(4)Ge(4)[001]

superlattices. The index n in Si(n)Ge(n) refers to the number of atomic bilayers.
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Figure 10. Phonon dispersion curves for a Si(4 nm)Si0.4Ge0.6(8 nm)[001] superlattice.

The inset shows the full range for the frequency spectra. The mini gap regions

are highlighted, with the central region showing a true phononic gap. Taken with

permission from Ref. [92].
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band gaps: a gap of 36 GHz at 145 GHz, a gap of 46 GHz at 283 GHz and a gap

of 30 GHz at 527 GHz. The BCM calculations by Hepplestone and Srivastava [92]

successfully reproduce these results: zone-edge gap of 48 GHz at 252 GHz, zone-centre

gap of 40 GHz at 495 GHz and zone-edge gap of 30 GHz at 805 GHz. In addition, the

calculations also reveal three TA gaps: zone-edge gap of 30 GHz at 175 GHz, zone-centre

gap of 35 GHz at 350 GHz and zone-edge gap of 33 GHz at 523 GHz. The calculations

also predict that this system is a true one-dimensional phononic crystal: there exists a

small frequency range of 8 GHz, between 507 GHz and 515 GHz, that is an absolute

phononic gap, in which phonons of neither polarisation can propagate along [001]. The

computed speeds of the TA and LA branches are 4.18 km/s and 6.00 km/s, respectively.

In general, due to confinement within different atomic layers, optical branches (with

frequencies greater than 4 THz) show very flat dispersion curves (i.e. are characterised

with very low group velocities).

The results presented above provide clear evidence that phonon dispersion relations

can be tuned via controlled fabrications of reduced-dimensional and nanocomposite

structures.

4.3. Theories of lattice thermal conductivity

The lattice thermal (i.e. phonon) conductivity tensor {κij}, defined from Eq. (10) for

small temperature gradient ∇T and under zero electric current condition (J = 0), is

generally expressed using Fourier’s law

Qi = −
∑

j

κij∇Tj . (65)

Theoretical approaches at two different levels of sophistication have been followed to

express κ. At one level, a statistical mechanical approach, known as the Green-Kubo

linear-response approach [93], is used to express κ in terms of the time integral of the

heat current autocorrelation function (i.e. canonical-ensemble average with respect to

the Hamiltonian of the system)< Q(t)·Q(0) >. This approach has been followed both at

the classical and quantum levels. At another level, κ is expressed by obtaining a solution

of a linearised Boltzmann equation satisfied by the phonon distribution function nqs(r, t)

in the steady state of heat flow through the solid (see, e.g. [35, 48]). In general, even the

linearised phonon Boltzmann equation cannot be solved exactly, forcing development of

several approximation for expressing κ (see Ref. [48] for a detailed discussion). Here we

will provide a brief overview of the theories for phonon conductivity based on the Green-

Kubo’s linear-response approach and the linearised Boltzmann equation formulation.

4.3.1. Theories based on the Green-Kubo linear-response approach The Green-Kubo

approach has been attempted at both the classical and quantum levels.

(i) Classical level:
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At the classical level of the Green-Kubo approach a molecular dynamical simulation

is performed in real space (see, e.g. [94, 95]). In this approach, Newton’s second law

and the kinematic equations of motion are used, based on (semi)classically derived

interatomic potential(s), to determine the classical position and momentum space

trajectories of a system of particles.

The heat current in an isotropic system is written as

Q =
∑

i

Eivi +
1

2

∑

i,j

(F ij · vi)rij, (66)

where Ei, ri, and vi are, respectively, the energy, position vector, and velocity of particle

i, rij is the interparticle separation vector, and F ij is the force between particles i and

j. For a monatomic bulk crystal, the heat current autocorrelation function is fitted into

a functional form

〈Q(t) ·Q(0)〉 = A exp(−t/τ), (67)

where A is a constant and τ is a time constant. The isotropic thermal conductivity

expression for a bulk material is then obtained as

κ =
kBT

2N0Ω

3
Aτ, (68)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, N0Ω represents crystal volume (with N0 unit cells,

each of volume Ω). The energy E and force F terms are usually obtained from the use of

empirically derived inter-atomic potentials. Details on the application of the approach

can be found in McGaughey and Kaviany [94], and Huang and Kaviany [96].

(ii) Quantum level:

At quantum level heat current is expressed as an operator in the Heisenberg

representation

Q̂(t) =
1

N0Ω

∑

qs
h̄ω(qs)n̂qs(t)cs(q), (69)

where cs(q) is the velocity of phonon mode qs with frequency ω(qs) and n̂qs is the

phonon number operator

n̂qs = â†qsâqs (70)

where â†qs and âqs are phonon creation and annihilation operators, respectively. The

conductivity tensor expression, therefore, reads

κij =
h̄2

N0ΩkBT 2
ℜ
∫ ∞

0
dt

∑

qsq′s′

ω(qs)ω(q′s′)cis(q)c
j
s′(q

′)Cqsq′s′(t), (71)

where cis(q) is the i
th component of the velocity of a phonon mode qs and

Cqsq′s′(t) = 〈â†qs(t)âq′s′(0)〉 (72)

is a correlation function.
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The correlation function Cqsq′s′(t) represents the canonical-ensemble average of the

operator â†qs(t)âq′s′(0) with respect to the total phonon Hamiltonian H of the system:

Cqsq′s′(t) =
Tr(e−βH â†qs(t)âq′s′(0))

Tr(e−βH)
, β = 1/kBT. (73)

Several techniques have been employed to evaluate the correlation function, including

the Zwanzig-Mori projection operator method, the double-time Green’s function

method, and the imaginary-time Green’s function method. Details of the first two

methods can be found in Srivastava [48] and of the third method in Ziman [97]. The

final solution can be expressed as

Cqsq′s′(t) = δqq′δss′n̄qs(n̄qs + 1)e
−t/τqs , (74)

where n̄qs is the Bose-Einstein distribution function and τqs is the relaxation time for a

phonon in mode qs. The Hamiltonian required for the simulation is usually adopted from

an empirically chosen inter-atomic potential, but it can be made from first-principles

treatments.

(iii) Extraction of relaxation time:

An effective relaxation time τqs can be obtained for different situations of the change

in the Hamiltonian from that for a perfect crystal within the harmonic approximation,

e.g. due to the presence of impurities and defects, and crystal anharmonicity. However,

there are genuine difficulties in dealing with these two situations in particular. First, the

contribution towards τqs from the presence of isotopic impurities requires the molecular

dynamics simulation to be carried out over an excessively large unit cell containing

atoms of appropriate atomic masses. Such contributions, therefore, have not yet been

included satisfactorily. Second, it is not easy to unscramble the anharmonic contribution

in the form of separate phonon contributions involved in three-phonon or four-phonon

processes. Neither is it easy to establish separate roles of the anharmonic Normal

(momentum conserving) and Umklapp (momentum non-conserving) processes.

4.3.2. Theories based on phonon Boltzmann transport equation The Boltzmann

transport equation works for classical particles and wave packets, and thus requires

phonons to be treated in a simlar fashion. In essence this means that the occupation

number of a phonon in mode qs is considered to be goverened by a distribution function

nqs(r, t) in the neighbourhood of space position r at time t. Such an assumption can

be safely made for a phonon as long as its mean free path Λ is not shorter than its

wavelength λ. With this proviso the general form of phonon Boltzmann equation, for a

solid subjected to a (small) temperature gradient ∇T , can be written as

−cs(q) ·∇T
∂nqs
∂T

+
∂nqs
∂t

∣

∣

∣

scatt
= 0, (75)
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with the second term on the left-hand side representing the rate of change due to phonon

scattering mechanisms. A physically appealing simplification of Eq. (75) is the linearised

Boltzmann equation

−cs(q) ·∇T
∂n̄qs
∂T

+
∂nqs
∂t

∣

∣

∣

scatt
= 0, (76)

where

n̄qs = [exp(h̄ω(qs)/kBT )− 1]−1 (77)

is the Bose-Einstein (or equilibrium) distribution function for phonons. An exact ana-

lytic solution of the Boltzmann equation (76) can only be achieved under certain simpli-

fying conditions [35]. In general, an appropriate expression for the term ∂nqs/∂t|scatt,
contributed by all relevant phonon scattering mechanisms, must be derived before Eq.

(76) can solved for nqs(t) and an expression for thermal conductivity established. In

general, phonon scattering mechanisms can be described as elastic (in which the partic-

ipating phonon qs retains its identity) and inelastic (in which the participating phonon

qs loses its identity). In general, only approximate forms of inelastic scattering rates

can be derived. This is particularly the case for phonon scattering due to crystal an-

harmonic effects. This difficulty has led to two main routes for the derivation of an

expression for the thermal conductivity. A detailed discussion is provided in Ref. [48],

but we will briefly outline them here.

(i) Variational principles:

In equilibrium the phonon distribution function does not change with time,

i.e. ∂n̄qs/∂t = 0. The solution to this equation is provided by the Bose-Einstein

function in Eq. (77). In the presence of a finite temperature gradient the Bose-Einstein

distribution function can no longer describe the phonon distribution function. Let us

introduce a function ψqs, defined in terms of a displaced Bose-Einstein distribution

function

nqs = [exp(h̄ω(qs)/kBT − ψqs)− 1]−1 (78)

≃ n̄qs − ψqs
∂nqs

∂(h̄ω(qs)/kBT − ψqs)

∣

∣

∣

ψqs=0

= n̄qs − ψqs
∂n̄qs

∂(h̄ω(qs)/kBT )
= n̄qs + ψqsn̄qs(n̄qs + 1). (79)

The function ψqs is a measure of the deviation from equilibrium in the phonon

distribution, and the function ψqskBT is the average extra energy acquired by the

phonon mode qs during the transport process. Equation (79) was used to define ψqs
in Refs. [35, 98]. An specific form of the displaced Bose-Einstein function distribution

was considered in Refs. [99, 100], which we will discuss in the next sub-section. Using

the above notation, we can express the scattering term in Eq. (76) as

−∂nqs
∂t

∣

∣

∣

scatt
=
∑

q′s′

P ss′

qq′ψs
′

q′ , (80)
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where P ss′

qq′ are the elements of the phonon collision operator, providing a measure of

phonon transition probabilities (see, e.g. [35]).

For each appropriate scattering mechanism, an expression for the phonon collision

operator elements P ss′

qq′ can be derived by applying time dependent perturbation theory.

The deviation function ψqs can then be obtained from Eq. (76) provided that the inverse

of the matrix operator {P ss′

qq′} exists. Unfortunately, only partial information is available

about the nature of the anharmonic part of the collision operator (for details, see

[48, 101]). This leaves ψqs unknown in the temperature range where the role of crystal

anharmonicity plays an important role. The essence of the variational method for lattice

thermal conductivity is to treat ψqs as a trial function. The simplest approximation for

the anharmonic contribution to ψqs is [35, 48, 101, 98]

ψqs = q · u, (81)

where u is some constant vector parallel to the applied temperature gradient.

Ziman [35] derived a lower bound for the conductivity κ by using the simple trial

function in Eq. (81). By noting and employing the positive semi-definite property of the

phonon collision operator P , Benin [102] developed a sequence of monotonically conver-

gent lower bounds for the conductivity κ. The first term in this sequence is the Ziman

limit. It was later shown by Srivastava [103] that a sequence of monotonically convergent

upper bounds for the conductivity can also be developed. In theory, an estimate for the

exact conductivity can then be confined to a small difference between an upper bound

and a lower bound. An improved estimate of any conductivity bound can be made by

using a more general form of the trial function ψqs than in Eq. (81) and adopting the

scaling and Ritz procedures [98, 104]. The concept of obtaining both a lower bound

and an upper bound for estimating a desired (but inherently unkown) quantity is called

the complementary variational principles, detailes of which can be found in the book by

Arthurs [105] and in the review article by Srivastava and Hamilton [106].

(ii) Relaxation-time theories:

As mentioned earlier, a possible solution for the deviation function ψqs requires the

difficult task of obtaining an acceptable form of the phonon collision operator P that

can be inverted. This difficulty is dealt with by expressing the scattering rate in Eq.

(76) with the introduction of the concept of a phonon relaxation time. This is achieved

by expressing

−∂nqs
∂t

∣

∣

∣

scatt
=
nqs − n̄qs

τqs
, (82)

where τqs is the relaxation time for a phonon in mode qs. The phonon conductivity

tensor can be expressed as

κij =
h̄2

N0ΩkBT 2

∑

qs
ω2(qs)cis(q)c

j
s(q)τ(qs)n̄(qs)(n̄(qs) + 1). (83)
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For an isotropic system the conductivity expression can be written, using Eqs. (76) and

(82), as

κ =
h̄2

3N0ΩkBT 2

∑

qs
ω2(qs)c2s(q)τ(qs)n̄(qs)(n̄(qs) + 1), (84)

=
h̄

N0Ω|∇T |2
∑

qs
ω(qs)(cs ·∇T )ψqsn̄(qs)(n̄(qs) + 1). (85)

It is important to note that the validity of the relaxation-time approach is limited by

the Landau-Peierls-Ziman condition [35]

ωτ > 1; or Λ > λ, (86)

where Λ and λ are the phonon mean-free path and wavelength, respectively. Thus the

Boltzmann-equation based relaxation time approach is unsuitable for applications to

samples thinner than average phonon wavelength.

(a) Single-mode relaxation-time theory:

In its simple form the single-mode relaxation time (smrt) approximation assumes

that in a three-phonon event qs ± q′s′ ⇀↽ q′′s′′ only the phonon mode qs is described

by a displaced distribution and the other two modes obey the equilibrium distribution.

Such a description can be justified to some extent [107]. Essentially, τsmrt can be derived

from the diagonal part of the phonon collision operator P :

τ−1
qs,smrt =

P ss
qq

n̄(qs)(n̄(qs) + 1)
. (87)

Within this approximation, the isotropic conductivity expression then reads

κsmrt ≡ κD =
h̄2

3N0ΩkBT 2

∑

qs
ω2(qs)c2s(q)τ(qs)smrtn̄(qs)(n̄(qs) + 1). (88)

(b) Callaway’s effective relaxation-time theory:

Several attempts have been made to modify the single-mode relaxation time scheme,

including the works of Klemens [100], Callaway [108], Hamilton [109], Simons [110], and

Srivastava [111]. Of these, the best known and adopted scheme is that of Callaway

[108]. Here we follow Parrott [112] to derive a generalisation of the Callaway thermal

conductivity equation.

It was noted by Klemens [124] that momentum conserving (Normal, or N) phonon-

phonon interaction processes tend to restore a given non-equilibrium distribution n(qs)

not to the equilibrium distribution n̄(qs) in Eq. (79) with ψqs = 0 but towards a

distribution of the form

nqs(u) = [exp(h̄ω(qs)/kBT − q · u)− 1]−1, (89)

where u is a constant vector parallel to the temperature gradient (as also considered

in Eq. (81)). With this information, the basic assumption of the Callaway theory is to

express

∂nqs
∂t

∣

∣

∣

N
=

q · u− ψqs
τN,qs

n̄(qs)(n̄(qs) + 1). (90)
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Since momentum is conserved in N processes, i.e.

∑

qs
q
∂nqs
∂t

∣

∣

∣

N
= 0, (91)

∑

qs
(q · u)∂nqs

∂t

∣

∣

∣

N
= 0. (92)

Eq. (92) follows from Eq. (91), since if A = 0 then A · B = 0 for any B. From Eq.

(92) we can express

u ≡ |u| =
∑

qs ψqsq cos θτ
−1
N,qsn̄(qs)(n̄(qs) + 1)

∑

qs q2 cos2 θτ
−1
N,qsn̄(qs)(n̄(qs) + 1)

, (93)

where θ is the angle between q and ∇T . With Eq. (90), the phonon Boltzmann

transport equation can be expressed as

− h̄ω(qs)
kBT 2

csq̂ ·∇T n̄(qs)(n̄(qs) + 1) = − ∂nqs
∂t

∣

∣

∣

coll

= − (
∂nqs
∂t

∣

∣

∣

N
+
∂nqs
∂t

∣

∣

∣

R
)

=
(ψqs − q · u

τqs,N
+

ψqs
τqs,R

)

n̄(qs)(n̄(qs) + 1), (94)

where R represents all momentum non-conserving (e.g. Umklapp, defect, boundary,

etc.) scattering processes. Form Eq. (94) we obtain another relation between ψqs and

u:

ψqs = τqs cos θ(quτ
−1
qs,N − h̄ω(qs)

kBT 2
cs|∇T |). (95)

Inserting ψqs from Eq. (95) in Eq. (93) we finally determine u:

u = − h̄|∇T |
kBT 2

A, (96)

where the temperature-dependent parameter A is independent of the phonon wave

vector q and polarisation s, defined as

A =

∑

qs qcsω(qs)τqsτ
−1
qs,N n̄(qs)(n̄(qs) + 1)

∑

qs q2τ
−1
qs,N(1− τqsτ

−1
qs,N)n̄(qs)(n̄(qs) + 1)

. (97)

Substituting Eq. (96) Eq. (95) we obtain the form of the deviation function ψqs in the

Callaway theory

ψqs = − h̄ cos θ|∇T |
kBT 2

[

csω(qs)τqs + qτqsτ
−1
qs,NA

]

. (98)

The following Callaway conductivity formula can be obtained by substituing Eq. (98)

in Eq. (85)

κC =
h̄2

3N0ΩkBT 2
×

[

∑

qs
c2sω

2(qs)τqsn̄(qs)(n̄(qs) + 1) +A
∑

qs
qcsω(qs)τqsτ

−1
qs,N n̄(qs)(n̄(qs) + 1)

]

, (99)

= κD + κNdrift. (100)
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In the above formula the first term is the Debye term (viz. the smrt result presented in

Eq. (85)) and the second term is the so-called N-drift term arising from the momentum

conserving nature of the Normal processes. Note that the generalised Callaway formula

in Eq. (99) is essentially the same as in Parrott’s paper [112] but clarifies that both

the Debye term κD and the N-drift term κNdrift are contributed by separate phonon

polarisations.

(iii) An iterative scheme:

In an attempt to include contributions beyond the diagonal part of the phonon col-

lision operator (which defines τsmrt), Omini and Sparavigna [113] employed an iterative

scheme. This scheme has been followed up by Broido et al. [114]. P ss
qq defined in Eq.

(87) is considered for the zeroth-order solution of the Boltzmann equation. Substitution

of this into Eq. (80) yields the first-order solution for the function ψqs, and functions

ψq′s′ and ψq′′s′′ are obtained by interpolation of ψ values taken from surrounding on-grid

points. Several (typically 50) iterations are needed to obtain a converged solution of the

Boltzmann equation for thermal conductivity. This iterative scheme can be viewed as

an attempt to obtain an estimate of the thermal conductivity beyond the smrt result

κsmrt using τsmrt in Eq. (85). However, no attempt has been made by any group to

examine the extent to which the converged result differs from κsmrt or κC .

(iv) Numerical evaluation:

Following the discussion in Sect. 4.1.2, the Brillouin zone summation for numerical

evaluation of a thermal conductivity expression can be performed either by following

the ‘special q-points’ method or Debye’s isotropic continuum method. The ‘special

q-points’ method can be straightforwardly adopted following Eq. (62). Employing

Debye’s isotropic continuum scheme, the conductivity expressions within the single-

mode relaxation time approach (κsmrt) and within the generalised Callaway formalism

(κC) can be written as

κsmrt ≡ κD =
h̄2q5D

6π2kBT 2

∑

s

c4s

∫ 1

0
dxx4τ n̄(n̄+ 1), (101)

κC =
h̄2q5D

6π2kBT 2

[

∑

s

c4s

∫ 1

0
dxx4τ n̄(n̄+ 1) +A

∑

s

c2s

∫ 1

0
dxx4ττ−1

N n̄(n̄+ 1)
]

, (102)

where x = q/qD with qD representing the Debye radius, n̄ = n̄(x, s) and A expressed as

A =

∑

s c
2
s

∫ 1
0 dxx

4τsτ
−1
s,N n̄(n̄+ 1)

∑

s

∫ 1
0 dxx

4τ−1
s,N(1− τsτ

−1
s,N)n̄(n̄+ 1)

. (103)

As mentioned in Eqs. (99) and (100), the first and second terms in Eq. (102) represent

the single-mode relaxation time result κsmrt (the Debye term κD) and the N-drift term

κN−drift, respectively. Note that, resulting from the momentum conservation condition

for the anharmonic phonon interactions, the N-drift term κN−drift is an addition to the

smrt contribution κsmrt. Numerical evaluation of phonon relaxation times τ and τN will

be discussed in the next section.
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4.4. Phonon Interactions

The elements of the phonon collision operator P ss′

qq′ , and consequently the phonon

relaxation rate τ−1, have contributions from several scattering mechanisms, depending

on composition, size and dimensionality of the system.

4.4.1. Bulk materials Generally for bulk semiconductors one needs to consider scat-

terings from boundaries (sample size), defects (e.g. mass isotopes, point impurities, line

defects, planar defects etc.), donor/acceptor carriers and anharmonicity.

(i) Boundary scattering:

Purely diffusive phonon scattering rate from crystal boundaries can be expressed

as

τ−1
bs (qs) = cs/L0. (104)

Here L0 denotes an effective boundary length, which depends on the geometrical shape of

crystal. L0 = D for a crystal of cylindrical shape with circular cross-section of diameter

D, and L0 = 1.12 d for a square cross-section of side d. For polycrystalline solids L0 is

a measure of an effective grain size.

In reality, consideration of the polish quality of crystal surface must be made and

an effective boundary length determined. This can be quite a difficult task, knowing

especially that the precise nature of surface roughness and structure of grown samples

is usually ill-defined. A phenomenological model [35] allows us to define an effectively

longer boundary length L by incorporating the surface polish quality in terms of the

specularity factor p,

L =
(1 + p)

(1− p)
L0. (105)

The limiting cases p = 0 and p = 1 are purely diffusive (or Casimir) scattering and

purely specular boundary scattering (or reflection), respectively. For a given specularity

factor p, each phonon is reflected 1/(1− p) times before being diffusively scattered.

(ii) Isotopic mass-defect scattering:

Consider a crystal with an average mass per unit cell as M̄ and let fi be the fraction

of the unit cells containing the isotopic mass Mi. The scattering rate of a phonon mode

qs due to isotopic mass defects is [107, 48]

τ−1
md(qs) =

Γmdπ

6N0

ω2(qs)g(ω(qs)), (106)

where g(ω) is the density of states and Γmd is the isotopic mass parameter. Within the

isotropic continuum approximation, the expression in Eq. (106) reads

τ−1
md(qs) =

ΓmdΩ

4πc̄3
ω4(qs),

= Amdω
4(qs), (107)
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with c̄ as the average acoustic phonon speed. For a single-species crystal the isotopic

mass parameter is evaluated as

Γmd =
∑

i

fi(∆Mi/M̄)2, (108)

where M̄ is the average atomic mass, fi is the frequency of the ith isotope of mass Mi,

and Ω is the unit cell volume. Obviously, for a monatomic crystal, with one atom per

unit cell, Ω represents the atomic volume.

(iii) Alloy scattering:

In alloys there will be additional mass-disorder scattering. Let us denote a single

crystal alloy in the form of a composite material with molecular formula AxByCz....

With this consideration we can express Γmd as [115]

Γalloy
md =

x

(x+ y + z + ...)

(MA

M̄

)2
Γ(A)

+
y

(x+ y + z + ...)

(MB

M̄

)2
Γ(B)

+
z

(x+ y + z + ...)

(MC

M̄

)2
Γ(C)

+ ..., (109)

with

Γ(A) =
∑

i

fi
(∆Mi(A)

M̄A

)2
, (110)

etc. and

M̄ =
xMA + yMB + zMC + ...

x+ y + z + ...
. (111)

(iv) Scattering with donor electrons:

Consider the scattering of phonons with donor electrons in doped semiconductors.

We may consider a local displacement field u(r) produced by longitudinal acoustic

phonons, causing an energy change of the form Edef = C∆(r) = C1∇·u(r) = C2q̂ ·eqs,
with C1 and C2 as some parameters. The matrix element of the deformation potential

Edef can be evaluated by expressing the donor electron wave function as a Bloch function.

Application of Fermi’s golden rule results in the following expression for the relaxation

rate of a phonon mode qs (see [116, 117] for details)

τ−1(qs) =
m⋆2E2

defkBT

2π̺cLh̄
4

[

z − ln

(

1 + exp(ξ − ζ + z2/16ξ + z/2)

1 + exp(ξ − ζ + z2/16ξ − z/2)

)]

, (112)

with cL is the speed of longitudinal acoustic phonons, z = h̄ω/kBT and ξ = m⋆c2
L
/2kBT .

This expression can be reduced to the following form in the case of a heavily doped,

degenerate, semiconductor with ζ > E0 and ζ−E0 >> kBT , where E0 = h̄2ω2/8m⋆c2
L
+

1
2
m⋆c2

L
− h̄ω/2,

τ−1(qs) =
m⋆2E2

def

2π̺h̄3cL
ω. (113)
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For moderately doped semiconductors, Parrott [118] reduced Eq. (112) to a simpler

form. For small carrier concentration nc we can expand τ−1(qs) in Taylor series about

nc = 0. Remembering the relationship between nc and the reduced Fermi energy ζ as

[39] nc = 2(m⋆kBT/2πh̄
2)3/2 exp(ζ) = Uce

ζ one obtains from Eq. (112)

(d(τ−1)

dnc

)

nc=0
=
E2

defm
⋆2kBT

πh̄4̺cL
×1

2

( 2πh̄2

m⋆kBT

)3/2
exp[−(ξ+z2/16ξ)] sinh(z/2).(114)

Substituting for Uc one thus finds

τ−1(qs) =
2ncE

2
def

√
πξ

h̺̄c2
L

exp[−(ξ + z2/16ξ)] sinh(z/2), (115)

which for z → 0 becomes

τ−1(qs) =
ncE

2
defω

̺c2
L
kBT

√

√

√

√

πm∗c2
L

2kBT
exp

(−m∗c2
L

2kBT

)

. (116)

Note that the root sign in the printed equation (2a) in Ref. [118] should cover the “ξ”

sign.

(v) Anharmonic scattering:

Atomic vibrations in solids become anharmonic with increase in temperature. This

results in phonon-phonon interactions, which can be treated using time-dependent per-

turbation theory. First-principles efforts are being made to investigate three-phonon

scattering rates by ‘extracting‘ third-order interatomic force constants using DFPT

[119, 120]. However, it is fair to remark that obtaining a workable expression for a

crystal anharmonic potential from first principles, particularly including its tempera-

ture dependence, is an enormous task, and has not yet been achieved satisfactorily.

(a) Cubic anharmonic potential – acoustic phonons:

A workable form of cubic anharmonic crystal potential can be expressed, by treating

a crystal as an isotropic anharmonic elastic continuum, as [35, 48]

Vac
3 =

1

3!

√

√

√

√

h̄3

2̺N0Ω

γ(T )

c̄

∑

qsq′s′q′′s′′

Bac
qs,q′s′,q′′s′′

√

ω(qs) ω(q′s′) ω(q′′s′′)

× (a†qs − a−qs)(a
†
q′s′ − a−q′s′)(a

†
q′′s′′ − a−q′′s′′) δq+q′+q′′,G, (117)

with

Bac
qs,q′s′,q′′s′′ = ω(qs)ω(q′s′)ω(q′′s′′), (118)

where γ(T ) is a mode-average but temperature-dependent Grüneisen’s constant, G is a

reciprocal lattice vector, a†qs(aqs) are the phonon creation(annihilation) operators, and

other symbols have previously been defined. It should be remarked that the above form

of the anharmonic potential assumes that the phonon spectrum consists of only acoustic

branches.

(b) Cubic anharmonic potential – acoustic and optical phonons:
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Simple attempts at including the role of optical phonons in anharmonic interactions

have been made by Klemens [121] and Srivastava [122]. Recently, an ad hoc form of

isotropic anharmonic potential has been proposed [90, 123] that considers acoustic as

well as optical phonon branches. The basic physical considerations behind this approach

are rooted in the theory advocated by Klemens [124], and Ridley and Gupta [125]. In

this approach the expression in Eq. (117) is amended to read

Vac,op
3 =

1

3!

√

√

√

√

h̄3

2̺N0Ω

γ(T )

c̄

∑

qs,q′
s′,

q′′
s′′

Bac−op
qs,q′s′,q′′s′′

√

ω(qs)ω(q′s′)ω(q′′s′′)
δq+q′+q′′,G

× (a†qs− a−qs)(a
†
−q′s′ − aq′s′)(a

†
q′′s′′ − a−q′s′), (119)

with

Bac,op
i,j,k =

[

√

ω(i)ω(j)(ω(i) + ω(j))|ωΓ(k)− ω(k)|
+ similar terms with i, j and k interchanged

]

/6, (120)

where ωΓ(s) is the frequency of the sth branch at zone centre and c̄ is an branch-average

speed obtained from the acoustic branches in the long wavelength limit (the q-point

closest to the zone centre). Equation (119) turns into Eq. (117) when only acoustic

phonon branches are to be considered (i.e. when ω = cq and ωΓ = 0).

(c) Anharmonic relaxation time:

Application of Fermi’s golden rule leads to the following single-mode relaxation

time for a phonon mode qs due to the anharmonic three-phonon interactions in a bulk

single crystal (see [48] for details):

τ−1(qs) |bulkanh =
πh̄γ2(T )

̺N0Ωc̄2
∑

q′s′,q′′s′′,G

(

Bqs,q′s′,q′′s′′

)2

ω(qs)ω(q′s′)ω(q′′s′′)

×
[ n̄q′s′(n̄q′′s′′ + 1)

(n̄qs + 1)
δ(ω(qs) + ω(q′s′)− ω(q′′s′′))δq+q′,q′′+G

+
1

2

n̄q′s′n̄q′′s′′

n̄qs
δ(ω(qs)− ω(q′s′)− ω(q′′s′′))δq+G,q′+q′′

]

, (121)

where B is taken as either Bac or Bac,op.

The processes described by the first and second terms in Eq. (121) may be referred

to as Class 1 and Class 2 events, governed by the momentum and energy conservation

conditions:

Class 1 events : q + q′ = q′′ +G; ω + ω′ = ω′′, (122)

Class 2 events : q +G = q′ + q′′; ω = ω′ + ω′′. (123)

For each class, an event is called Normal (N) if it involves wavevectors of all participating

phonons within the central Brillouin zone. If a reciprocal lattice vector G is required

to meet the momentum conservation condition, the event is called Umklapp (U). These

processes are schematically illustrated in Fig. 11 for a class 1 event.
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(a)

q
q’

q’’

(b)

G

q

q’

q’’

Figure 11. Schematic illustration of Class 1 three-phonon interactions: (a) an N

process q + q′ = q′′ and (b) an U process q + q′ = q′′ +G.

(d) Numerical evaluation of anharmonic relaxation time:

As discussed earlier for the conductivity expression, numerical evaluation of the

anharmonic phonon relaxation time can be performed either by adopting the ‘special

q-points’ method or a Debye continuum scheme.

d-1 Special q-points method:

The expression in Eq. (121) can be evaluated using the ‘special q-points’ method

discussed in Eq. (62). Within that scheme, the momentum conservation conditions in

Eqs. (122) and (123) can be approximated as follows

q + q′ ± q′′ −G = 0 → |qµ + q′µ ± q′′µ −Gµ| ≤ ∆µ, µ = x, y, z, (124)

with ∆µ being the absolute value of the smallest momentum division of the ‘special

q-points’ grid in the µ direction.

d-2 Debye’s isotropic continuum method:

For a cubic system, application of Debye’s elastic isotropic continuum model results

in the following expression for the anharmonic phonon relaxation time arising from

processes of types ac + ac ⇀↽ ac (see [48] for details):

τ−1
qs (3 ph) =

h̄q5Dγ
2(T )

4π̺c̄2
∑

s′s′′ǫ

cscs′

[

∫

dx′x′
2
x′′+{1− ǫ+ ǫ(Cx+Dx′)} n̄q

′s′(n̄
′′
+ + 1)

(n̄qs + 1)

+
1

2

∫

dx′x′
2
x′′−{1− ǫ+ ǫ(Cx−Dx′)} n̄q

′s′n̄
′′
−

n̄qs

]

. (125)

Here n̄′′
± = n̄(x′′±), x

′ = q′/qD, x
′′
± = Cx ± Dx′ and C = cs/cs′′ , D = cs′/cs′′ ,

ǫ = 1 for momentum conserving (normal, or N) processes, and ǫ = −1 for momentum

non-conserving (Umklapp, or U) processes. The first and second terms in the above

equation are contributed by class 1 events qs + q′s′ → q′′s′′ and class 2 events
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qs → q′s′ + q′′s′′, respectively. The integration limits on the variable x′, imposed

by the energy and momentum conservation conditions in Eqs. (122) and (123), can be

derived straightforwardly and are given below.

Class 1 events:

0 ≤ x ≤ 1

0,
(1− C)x

(1 +D)
≤ x′ ≤ (1 + C)x

(1−D)
,
(1− Cx)

D
, 1 N processes,

0,
(2− (1 + C)x)

(1 +D)
≤ x′ ≤ (1− Cx)

D
, 1 U processes. (126)

Class 2 events:

N processes:

0 ≤ x ≤ 1

0,
(C − 1)x

D + 1
,
(Cx− 1)

D
≤ x′ ≤ (C + 1)x

D + 1
,
(C − 1)x

D − 1
, 1 (127)

U processes:

2

1 + C
≤ x ≤ 1

0,
2− (1 + C)x

1−D
,
Cx− 1

D
,
(C + 1)x− 2

D + 1
≤ x′ ≤ (C + 1)x− 2

D − 1
, 1. (128)

4.4.2. Nanostructures and Nanocomposite structures: For nanostructures an appropri-

ate effective boundary length will have to be determined. For example, when considering

heat transport across a thin film, such a length will be determined by the film thick-

ness. The expression for the mass-defect scattering strength in Eq. (108) can be used

for a superlattice structure (AB)n(CD)m by considering it as a compound with formula

AnBnCmDm. In nanocomposite materials, two additional forms of scattering would need

to be considered: interface scattering (from mass-mixing across interfaces and interface

defects such as broken bonds and dislocations) and mini-Umklapp anharmonic scatter-

ing due to the presence of more than one material per large unit cell (LUC).

(i) Anharmonic scattering in nanocomposites:

The form of the cubic anharmonicity for a single crystal, such as that described

either in Eq. (117) or in Eq. (119), must be modified when dealing with a periodically

produced composite structure. Consider a superlattice An1
Bn2

whose every unit cell

contains n1 atomic layers of material A with atomic mass MA and n2 atomic layers of

material B with atomic mass MB. Obviously the periodicity along the superlattice

growth direction will be larger than the bulk periodicity in either of the two bulk

materials A or B. Atomic vibrations within each unit cell must be phase correlated.

Employing a simple one-dimensional approach, Ren and Dow [126] suggested that the

three-phonon matrix element in such a structure will be proportional to the fractional
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mass “disorder” ∆M/M0 in the SL, where

1

M0

=
1

2

[ 1

Ma

+
1

MB

]

, ∆(
1

M
) =

1

2

[ 1

Ma

− 1

MB

]

. (129)

Due to superlattice unit cells being larger than bulk unit cells, some bulk three-

phonon Normal (N) processes turn into “mini-Umklapp” processes, with the shortest

superlattice GSL vector being shorter than the shortest Gbulk vector in either of the bulk

materials. Such three-phonon processes in the superlattice structure have been termed

‘mini-Umklapp processes’. As the three-phonon Umklapp scattering rate is proportional

to the square of the reciprocal lattice vector G [35], the scattering rate of the mini-

Umklapp processes in the SL structure will be proportional to (∆M/M0)
2/(n1 + n2)

2

[126].

G(SL)

q

q’’

q’

Figure 12. Schematic illustration of how a three-phonon Normal (N) process

(q+q′ = q′′) in a bulk structure turns into a mini-Umklapp process (q+q′ = q′′+GSL)

in a superlattice structure. The solid and dashed rectangles indicate the superlattice

and bulk Brillouin zones, respectively.

Following the considerations made in the work by Ren and Dow [126], and

employing the cubic anharmonic potential presented in Eq. (119), Srivastava and co-

workers [89, 90, 127, 128] have developed the following expression for three-phonon

scattering rate in a AnBn superlattice structure

τ−1(qs) |SLanh =
πh̺̄2γ2(T )

N0Ωc̄2
∑

q′s′,q′′s′′,G

(

Bqs,q′s′,q′′s′′

)2D(qs, q′s′, q′′s′′)

ω(qs)ω(q′s′)ω(q′′s′′)

×
[ n̄q′s′(n̄q′′s′′ + 1)

(n̄qs + 1)
δ(ω(qs) + ω(q′s′)− ω(q′′s′′))δq+q′,q′′+G

+
1

2

n̄q′s′n̄q′′s′′

n̄qs
δ(ω(qs)− ω(q′s′)− ω(q′′s′′))δq+G,q′+q′′

]

, (130)
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where ̺ is the average mass density in the SL structure. The factor D(qs, q′s′, q′′s′′),

which may be called the “dual mass term”, arises from the composite nature of the

superlattice (i.e. due to the presence of materals A and B). This term is interlinked

with the onset of the mini-Umklapp anharmonic processes and the relative amplitudes

of the atomic vibrations in the materials A and B within each unit cell. The following

simple analytical expression for this term can be obtained by considering the diatomic

linear chain model along the SL growth direction

D(qs, q′s′, q′′s′′) =
1

64

(

AAB

2̺
3/2
A

+
ABA

2̺
3/2
B

)2

(131)

with

Aij = 1 +
̺
1/2
i

̺
1/2
j

(

ej
ei

+
e′j
e′i

+
e′′j
e′′i

)

+
̺i
̺j

(

eje
′
j

eie′i
+
e′je

′′
j

e′ie
′′
i

+
eje

′′
j

eie′′i

)

+
̺
3/2
i

̺
3/2
j

(

eje
′
je

′′
j

eie′ie
′′
i

)

, (132)

where ̺i is the material density, and ei ≡ ei(qs), e
′
i ≡ ei(q

′s′), e′′i ≡ ei(q
′′s′′) are the

vibrational eigenvectors in the ith segment: i = A(B). The ratio of the amplitudes can

be expressed as

eB
eA

=

[

1
M0

−∆
(

1
M

)]

cos(lzqz)
[

(

1
M0

)2
+
{

∆
(

1
M

)}2
sin2(lzqz)

]1/2

−∆
(

1
M

)

, (133)

where M0 = (M−1
A +M−1

B )/2 and ∆(1/M) = (M−1
A −M−1

B )/2, and lz is the SL period

along the z direction.

(ii) Interface scattering in superlattices:

Realistic superlattices are likely to be characterised by three types of interface

defects: (i) mass mixing or smudging due to diffusion or mixing of atoms across

interfaces, (ii) epitaxial layer roughening and (iii) misfit dislocation or missing bonds

at interfaces. Such defects produce additional phonon scattering mechanisms. Some

effort has recently been made to model interface scattering of phonons, notably in the

works of Landry and McGaughy [129], Tian et al. [130], Hepplestone and Srivastava

[127], Thomas and Srivastava [89, 90]. Landry and McGaughey [129] included interfacial

species mixing in a superlattice sample by randomly assigning the species of each atom

in the interface region according to the distribution

x(z) = xL +
1

2
(xR − xL)

[

1 + tanh
(4z

D

)]

, (134)

where D is the thickness of the mass-mixing region, z is measured relative to the closest

interface, and xL and xR are the desired unmixed concentrations on the left and right

sides of the interface. Tian et al. [130] assigned the occupancy in the interface region

of atomic masses from the two sides according to some probability (uniform or Gaus-

sian), constrained by the thickness of the rough region. Srivastava’s group [89, 90, 127]

attempted to frame a theory of interface mass mixing slightly more rigorously. Here we

will briefly discuss the approach described in Refs. [89, 90, 127].
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(a) Perturbed Hamiltonian resulting from interface mass mixing:

Consider a periodic un-reconstructed superlattice An1
Bn2

with N0 unit cells.

Assuming that interface mass mixing takes place within J layers on either side of an

interface, the perturbed defect Hamiltonian can be expressed as

H ′(IMS) =
1

2

n1
∑

i=n1−J

(Mi|vi|2 −MA|vA|2) +
1

2

n1+J
∑

i=n1+1

(Mi|vi|2 −MB|vB|2), (135)

where Mi is the mass of the ith atom, and vi = dui/dt with ui being the displacement

of the ith atom relative to its neighbours. Generally it is very difficult to judge a value

for the number J of atomic layers affected, and the amount and distribution of mixed

masses in such layers.

(b) Perturbed Hamiltonian resulting from interface dislocations due to broken bonds:

Superlattices grown using lattice-mismatched atomic layers are known to be

characterised by the presence of misfit dislocations at interfaces. Consider an interface

dislocation as a series of randomly missing bonds located near the interface within a SL

unit cell. With such a consideration we can write the perturbed superlattice Hamiltonian

as

H ′(IDS) =
1

2

n1
∑

i=n1−I

(K0|ui|2 −KA|uA|2) +
1

2

n1+I
∑

i=n1+1

(K0|ui|2 −KB|uB|2), (136)

where ui is the relative displacement between two neighbouring atoms and I is the num-

ber of atomic layers with broken bonds on either side of an interface, KA(KB) represents

the interatomic spring constant in the layer A(B), and K0 represents a spring constant

in the dislocation region, i.e. has a value equal or close to zero, for broken or missing

bonds.

(c) IMS relaxation rate:

With a reasonable choice of interface mass mixing parameters, Fermi’s golden rule

can be applied to derive an expression for the phonon scattering rate.

Consider αj as the fraction of the jth interface layer being mass-mixed. Noting that

one layer represents the [ 1
(n1+n2)

]th fraction of the SL period and αj/(n1 + n2) is the

occupancy of the jth layer with mass difference ∆Mj, Hepplestone and Srivastava [127]

derived the following result:

τ−1
IMS(qs) =

πFIMS

2N0(n1 + n2)2

∫

dω(q′s′)g(ω(q′s′))ω(qs)ω(q′s′)

× n̄(q′s′) + 1

n̄(qs) + 1
δ(ω(qs)− ω(q′s′)

[

(

1− eAe
′
A

eBe′B

)2
+
(

1− eBe
′
B

eAe′A

)2
]

, (137)

where FIMS =
∑

j α
2
j is regarded as a parameter related to the amount of mixing at the

interface, and other terms have been introduced earlier. The factor 1/(n1 + n2)
2 in Eq.

(137) implies that the strength of the IMS rate is greatest for thin SLs and decreases as

the SL becomes thicker. This correctly ensures that the IMS mechanism would not ex-

ist in bulk systems (viwed as infinitely thick superlattices). More recently, Thomas and
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Srivastava [90] have presented a more detailed and refined treatment of the probability

of mass mixing across superlattice interfaces.

(d) IDS relaxation rate:

With a reasonable choice of broken bonds and changes in interface force constants,

Fermi’s golden rule can be applied to derive an expression for the phonon scattering

rate. On the basis of several simplifying assumptions and approximations, Hepplestone

and Srivastava [127] derived the following result:

τ−1
IDS(qs) =

πω4
0

4N0

FIDS

(n1 + n2)2

∫

dω(q′s′)
g(ω(q′s′))

ω(qs)ω(q′s′)

n̄(q′s′) + 1

n̄(qs) + 1

× δ(ω(qs)− ω(q′s′))



1 +

(

eAe
′
A

eBe′B

)2

+ 1 +

(

eBe
′
B

eAe′A

)2


 , (138)

where FIDS is a measure of dislocation concentration and ω0 can be approximated as

the highest zone-centre frequency. The factor 1/(n1 + n2)
2 in Eq. (138) implies that

the strength of the IDS rate is greatest for thin SLs and decreases as the superlattice

becomes thicker. This correctly ensures that IDS mechanism would not exist in bulk

systems (viewed as infinitely thick SLs).

(iii) Phonon scattering from polydispersed nanowires and nanodots in a host matrix:

The IMS and IDS mechanisms discussed in the preceding sub-section for

superlattice structures can potentially be extended to superlattice structures made of

periodically dispersed nanowires of rectangular cross-section and nanodots of planar

faces. Different formalisms have been proposed to derive the phonon scattering rate from

nanodots of spherical shape embedded in an isotropic solid medium [131, 132, 133, 134].

These rely on the embedding material (i.e. nanodots) being considered as a small

perturbation to the phonons in the host matrix. Ying and Truell [131] employed

the acoustic Mie theory to derive the phonon scattering rate from spherical particles

in solids. Kim and Majumdar [132] proposed an approximate analytical solution to

estimate the phonon scattering rate from polydispersed spherical nanoparticles in a host

medium. Expressing a size parameter χ as χ = qR, where q is the phonon wavenumber

and R is the particle size, Their work considered two limiting cases for the nanoparticle

size: χ << 1 and χ→ ∞. For particle sizes much smaller than the phonon wavelength

(i.e. χ << 1) they applied the first-order time-dependent perturbation theory by

considering the mass difference, as well as the force constant difference, between the

spherical nanoparticle and its host medium. Their expression for the phonon relaxation

rate is similar in its Rayleigh scattering form to Eq. (107) but differs in the details of the

multiplicative factor. In the geometrical scattering limit, when χ → ∞, they used the

van de Hulst approximation for anomalous diffraction to estimate the scattering cross

section as a function of the acoustic impedance mismatch between the host medium and

the spherical nanoparticle.
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Minnich and Chen [133] introduced a modified effective medium formulation for

composites where the characteristic length of the nanoparticle (or nanodot (ND)) is of

the order of or smaller than the phonon mean free path. In this formulation the phonon

mean free paths of the host and particle phases are expressed as

1

Λeffective host

=
1

Λbulk host

+
1

Λcoll

;
1

Λeffective ND

=
1

Λbulk−ND

+
1

d
, (139)

where d is the diameter of spherical nanoparticles and Λcoll is a measure of the distance

travelled divided by the number of collisions.

The modified effective medium formulation was further improved by Behrang et

al. [135] who incorporated a new consideration of the nanodot-host interface (i.e. of

Λcoll) and the influence of various degrees of agglomeration of the dispersed particles.

Two types of particle-host interactions were considered: collision in which the incoming

and outcoming phonons remain on the same side of the interface, and transmission

interactions in which phonons pass through the interface. Each of these interactions is

again of two types: diffuse in which the direction of the phonon after the interactions

is independent of the direction of the impacting phonons, and specular in which the

phonon incident angle influences the outcome of the interaction. As indicated earlier,

the degree of specularity generally decreases with the roughness of the interface. The

phonon mean free paths in the nanodot and the host are then expressed as

1

Λ
(i)
j

=
1

Λ
(i)
bulk,j

+
1

Λ
(i)
bulk,j

+
1

Λ
(i)
collision,j

+
1

Λ
(i)
TBR,j

; i = spec, diff; j = host, ND, (140)

where ΛTBR is the thermal boundary resistance mean free path (a ratio between

the transmission length and the number of transmissions). We can finally express

Λ = pΛ(spec) + (1 − p)Λ(diff), with p as a phenomenological specularity parameter,

0 ≤ p ≤ 1. The expressions for Λ
(diff, spec)
TBR include the probabilities of transmission

tdiff,specjl , which are given as follows

tdiffjl =
Clvl

Cjvj + Clvl
, j, l = ND, host; j 6= l (141)

tspecND host =
4̺NDvND̺hostvhostµNDµhost

(̺NDvNDµND + ̺hostvhostµhost)2
(142)

tspechost ND =
CNDv

3
ND

Chostv3host
tspecND host, (143)

where C is specific heat, v is the acoustic phonon speed, ̺ is the mass density of

the host material, and µhost = cos θhost and µND = cos θND are related by Snell’s law

sin θhost/ sin θND = vhost/vND.

(iv) Obscure variables for phonon scatterings in nanostructures and nanocomposites

As can be appreciated from the discussion presented in this sub-section, phonon

scatterings from interface mass-smearing (IMS), interface broken bonds (IDS) and

nanodot embedding (thermal boundary or Kapitza resistance) are all characterised

with obscure variables and adjustable parameters are required to address these. We
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will briefly return to the issue of the Kapitza resistance in Sect 5.3. Such parameters

are inherently dependent on the growth condition and the growth technique employed

in preparing such structures or materials. In other words, the parameters are highly

variable and generally not known from experiment and are highly uncontrollable. This

means that the predictivity of the different interface scattering mechanisms is limited,

and while these clearly allow one to explain existing thermal conductivity results with

the use of adjustable or fitting parameters, more physically appealing schemes with

greater applicability remain a want.

5. Phonon Conductivity Results for Bulk and Nanomaterials

In order to appreciate the general effect of nanostructuring on phonon transport, it is

essential to make a systematic presentation of the lattice thermal conductivity of rele-

vant single crystal bulk materials, single crystal alloys, and nanostructures. We will do

so by considering just a few systems.

5.1. Bulk materials

Figure 13 shows the calculated lattice thermal conductivity of bulk Si and Ge using

the iterative solution of the phonon transport equation discussed in Sec. 4.3.2(iii) and

the third-order force constants obtained ab initio from the application of DFPT and

the planewave pseudopotential method [120]. It is gratifying to note that there is very

good agreement between the calculated results and experimental measurements in the

temperature range 100-300 K.

Figure 14 shows the lattice thermal conductivity of bulk Si and Ge for a much larger

temperature range. Theoretical results obtained in Ref. [122] from the application of the

isotropic Callaway model, using Eqs. (102) and (125), and adjustable values of the mass-

defect parameter and Grüneisen’s constant, agree well with experimental measurements.

In general, with increase in temperature, κ increases as T 3 at low temperatures when the

phonon-boundary scattering dominates, reaches a maximum in the temperature range

10-30 K due to the combined effect of defect and anharmonic scatterings of phonons,

and decreases as 1/T at high temperatures when three-phonon scattering processes

dominate. The maximum value of κ is generally determined by the average atomic mass

and the level of sample purity. For Si κ assumes a maximum value of approximately

5000 W/m-K at around 20 K. For Ge κ assumes a maximum value of approximately

1300 W/m-K at around 20 K. The room temperature values of κ are 130 and 58 W/m-K

for Si and Ge, respectively. Si is categorised as a ‘high thermal conductivity material’

(a material with room-temperature conductivity larger than 100 W/m-K).
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Figure 13. Lattice thermal conductivity of bulk Si and Ge. Results of ab initio

calculations in Ref. [120] of the lattice thermal conductivity. Blue dashed and blue solid

curves for natural and isotopically enriched Si, and red dashed and red solid cruves for

natural and isotopically enriched Ge. Symbols represent experimental measurements

from Refs. [136] and [137]. Reproduced, with authors’ permission, from Mingo et

al. [120].

(a) (b)

Figure 14. Lattice thermal conductivity of bulk (a) Si and (b) natural Ge. The

solid curves represent results from the isotropic Callaway model, using Eqs. (102) and

(125), and adjustable values of the mass-defect parameter and Grüneisen’s constant.

Symbols represent experimentally measured values: Si [138]; Ge (natural sample of

Geballe and Hull [139]). Reproduced, with permission, from Srivastava [122].

5.2. Single crystal alloys

Figure 15(a) shows results of lattice thermal conductivity calculations by Vinning

[140], based on Callaway’s formalism and Debye’s isotropic continuum approximation,
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at several temperatures and for several carrier concentrations of n-type Si0.8Ge0.2
alloys. As expected, the conductivity decreases with increasing temperature and with

increasing ionized donor impurity. The calculated room temperature conductivity value

of close to 5.8 W/m-K for even for the lowest donor concentration considered in this

work (1025 m3) is much lower than the result for undoped Ge. Consistent with this

work, other calculations, either based on the application of the Debye-Callaway model

[141] or a realistic numerical scheme based on a combination of first-principles and

phenomenological theories and the single-mode relaxation time approximation [123],

have also confirmed experimental measurements that the room temperature phonon

conductivity of an n-type Si0.8Ge0.2 with donor concentration of 7.3× 1025 m−3 is close

to 4.1 W/m-K, much lower than that for undoped bulk Ge.

Garg et al. [142] have computed the thermal conductivity of a disordered SiGe alloy

from first-principles DFPT within the single mode relaxation time approximation. Their

results for Si0.3Ge0.7 are presented in Fig. 15(b). Surprisingly, even without considering

any temperature dependence of the third-order force constants, their approach is found

to accurately reproduce available experimental results. Their work makes the most

interesting observation that disorder results in an increased anharmonic scattering of

phonons through a modification of their vibration eigenmodes.

(a) (b)

Figure 15. Panel (a): Lattice thermal conductivity of an n-type Si0.8Ge0.2 alloy

doped with several amounts of donor concentrations. Reproduced with permission

from citeVining-1991. Copyright (1991), AIP Publishing LLC. Panel (b): Lattice

thermal resistivity of disordered Si0.3Ge0.7. The open squares and the open diamonds

represent numerical results obtained by Garg et al. [142] by employing a first-principles

DFPT approach. Filled squares show experimental measurements from Ref. [143].

Reproduced, with permission, from Garg et al. [142].
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5.3. Nanomaterials

A full-scale calculation, using a large unit cell suitable for descring a composite system,

should be capable of providing all information required for phonon transport through

the system. It is, however, convenient to distinguish three regimes, dependent on the

relative sizes of the unit cell size for the composite system and the phonon mean free path

Λ [144]. Let us consider a SL structure of repeat period size dSL, containing material A

of layer thickness dA and material B of layer thickness dB. The three regimes are:

[A] If dSL >> Λ, the cross-plane conductivity κ⊥ will just be the weighted average

of the bulk conductivities:

κ⊥ =
1

dA + dB

(dA
κA

+
dB
κB

)

. (144)

[B] If dSL ∼ Λ, the SL conductivity should be expressed as

κ⊥ =
1

dA + dB

(dA
κA

+
dB
κB

+
2

σK

)

, (145)

where σK is the Kapitza (boundary, or interface) conductance. This consideration was

made by Behrang et al. [135] in Eq. (4.4.2) for expressing the phonon mean free path

for polydispersed nanodots in a host matrix.

[C] For the case dSL << Λ a full-scale theory is required, which accounts for three

new phenomena: (i) phonon dispersion relations for the superlattice, (ii) onset of SL-

period-related mini-Umklapp processes and (iii) phonon-interface scattering processes.

For case [B], viz. when dSL ∼ Λ, the interface resistance ρK can be evaluated by

making three calculations, all with the consideration of a large unit cell that can ac-

commodate all the three systems X, Y and X/Y: two separate calculations for the two

bulks X and Y and a third calculation for the composite X/Y by considering it as pe-

riodic system. However, such an effort would require computational resources that are

at present out of reach. This has necessitated the description of the conductivity using

Eq. (145), which requires two bulk calculations using small unit cells and the evaluation

of σK as described in Sect. 4.4.2(iii). Two theoretical models [145] are generally used

to estimate σK: the acoustic mismatch model (AMM) and the diffuse mismatch model

(DMM). While neither model is capable of making accurate predictions, the AMM and

DMM provide reasonable understanding in the limiting cases of perfectly sharp and

grossly rough interfaces, respectively. In this review article we will present results for

thin-sized nanomaterials that can be placed in the regimes [B] and [C].

(i) Ultrathin superlattices:

Experimental measurements of the lattice thermal conductivity of ultrathin

semiconductor superlattices have been made by employing the 3ω technique [146]. Lee

et al. [147] measured the cross-plane thermal conductivity of Si/Ge superlattices with

superlattice periods ranging from 30 to 300 Å. Borca-Tasciuc et al. [148] performed the

cross-plane thermal conductivity measurement on a number of symmetrically strained

thin Si/Ge superlattices (one period ranging from 40 Å to 140 Å). Huxtable et
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al. [149, 150] measured the cross-plane thermal conductivity of Si/Ge, Si/SiGe and

SiGe/SiGe superlattices with periods ranging from 45 to 300 Å. The results of some of

these measurements are shown in Fig 16.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 16. Experimentally measured cross-plane lattice thermal conductivity of Si/Ge

(panels (a) and (b)), Si/SiGe (panel (c)) and SiGe/SiGe (panel (d)) superlattices.

Results are taken from Refs. [147] (panel (a)) [148] (panel (b)) and [150] (panels (c)

and (d)).

A few observations can be made and trends established for the conductivity of

short-period SLs (periods in the range 40-70 Å). (i) There is a strong reduction in the

thermal conductivity of a Si/Ge superlattice sample relative to the SiGe alloy with

comparable fractions of Si and Ge. (ii) From the plots of results from two groups shown

in Fig. 17 it can be said that the conductivity shows a decreasing trend as the period

thickness increases. The data from Lee et al. show a dip in the conductivity at around

65 Å. Venkatasubramanian and Colpits [151] have suggested that this dip has a physical

rather than an experimental origin. However, there is confirmation of this observation

from the data points from the sample series used by Borca-Tasciuc et al. [148]. (iii)

Lower values of the conductivity of Si/SiGe and SiGe/SiGe SLs are obtained for higher
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Figure 17. Period thickness variation of experimentally measured cross-plane lattice

thermal conductivity of Si/Ge superlattices. The solid and dashed curves represent

results from Refs. [148] and [147], respectively. Reproduced from Ref. [148].

Ge concentrations. This is totally consistent with the knowledge that the conductivity

of bulk Ge is lower thsn that of bulk Si. (iv) Different growth conditions and techniques

for samples may result in different conductivity values. This is clearly seen from a

comparison of the top and bottom curves in Fig. 16(d), which shows that for the Si/Ge

SL of period 50 Å the conductivity is higher for the sample used by Lee et al. than

for the sample used by Huxtable et al. . (v) While the conductivity of Si/Ge SLs

does fall below that of the SiGe alloy, the conductivity of Si/SiGe SLs does not seem

to fall below the conductivity of the comparable SiGe alloy. (vi) The conductivity of

Si/SiGe SLs increases with increase in period thickness. Huxtable et al. attribute this

to an effective decrease in the number of interface defects per unit length as the period

thickness increases. (vii) The conductivity of SiGe/SiGe SLs is found to be independent

of the period thickness.

There is no trend or firm explanation of the behaviour observed for the cross-plane

conductivity of superlattices. Similarly, there is no report of systematic measurement,

or understanding, of the ratio of the parallel-plane and cross-plane conductivities of

a superlattice. There is also no systematic observation of the dependence of the

conductivty on the physical size (number of periods or total length) of a superlattice.

Different growth conditions and techniques are likely to fabricate samples of different

quality. One of the consequences of this is that samples fabricated by different techniques

may have different interface attributes and thus scatter phonons differently. Some

of these issues have recently been the subject of careful theoretical investigations, as

discussed next.
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Garg et al. [152] computed the lattice thermal conductivity of an ideal short

period (Si0.5Ge0.5)n(Si0.5Ge0.5)n[001] superlattice using the DFPT and the single-mode

relaxation time approximation. Each unit cell of such a periodic structure contains a

total of 2n atomic layers, with each of n atomic layers of Si alternating with each of

n atomic layers of Ge. Although such a structure may be unrealistic to fabricate, the

results for such a system do provide some useful insight into the conductivity results

of ultra-thin SLs. Their results, presented in Fig. 18, indicates that above 150 K the

conductivity of the ideal (isotopically pure) (Si0.5Ge0.5)1(Si0.5Ge0.5)1[001] SL is higher

than that of both the constituent materials. The conductivity of this SL is higher than

that of a virtual “average material”, i.e. what can be computed within the virtual

crystal approximation for the SL structure. The in-plane conductivity is computed to

be larger than the cross-plane conductivity for the layer index n larger than unity.

Figure 18. Lattice thermal conductivity of a fictitious (Si0.5Ge0.5)1(Si0.5Ge0.5)1[001]

superlattice. Reprinted with permission from [152]. Copyright (2011) Americal

Chemical Society.

A detailed and more complete investigation of the lattice thermal conductivity of

short-period semiconductor superlattices has been undertaken by Srivastava’s group

[89, 90, 127, 128]. They computed the conductivity using the expression in Eq. (83)

and the single-mode relaxation time expressions in Eqs. (104), (106), (108), (109), (116)

and (130). The phonon dispersion curves in Refs. [127, 128] and [89, 90] were obtained

by employing the adiabatic bond charge model and the DFPT, respectively. There are

essentially three physical properties that can alter the conductivity of a superlattice

compared to that of its constituent materials: specific heat at constant volume Cv,

phonon speed c and phonon relaxation time τ . Results in Sec. 4.2 suggest that there is

generally a decrease in phonon speed c upon SL formation. However, such a decrease is

far smaller than by an order of magnitude. Numerical results of specific heat for bulk Si

and Ge, and for the Si(20−n)Gen[001] superlattices (comprised of 20-n monolayers of Si

and n monolayers of Ge per unit cell), are presented in Fig. 19. Regardless of the layer
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index n, the Cv(SL) generally lies between Cv(Ge) and Cv(Si). It is noted that Cv(SL)

is approx imately 14% lower than the average values for bulk Si and Ge. This suggests

that upon superlattice formation the specific heat does not significantly deviate from the

weighted average of the bulk values. It is therefore clear that a systematic and accurate

calculation of the phonon relaxation time should be made to investigate the observed

reduction in the lattice thermal conductivity upon superlattice formation comprised of

two or more constituent bulk materials. The formulas presented in Sec. 4.4 suggest

that the phonon relaxation rates due to the IMS, IDS and anharmonicity depend on

several factors, including the amplitude ratio eB/eA between the two materials A and B

in a a A/B superlattice, phonon dispersion relations, superlattice period, the interface

parameters FIMS and FIDS and the temperature dependent anharmonicity parameter

γ(T ). Of these parameters, the amplitude ratio eB/eA varies most sensitively with the

phonon wave vector qz along the SL growth direction: while eB/eA is unity at the zone

centre, it rises towards infinity at the zone edge (lzqz = π/2). Keeping this in mind we

can make a few qualitative statements regarding phonon relaxation rates from different

scattering sources.
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Figure 19. Comparison of the lattice specific heat of Si(20−n)Gen[001] superlattices

with bulk Si and Ge. Reproduced from [128].

For phonon modes near the zone edge in the growth direction, the two material

regions in each superlattice unit cell will act out of phase and, hence, traveling phonons

will be scattered more strongly by the presence of the interfaces. For both IMS and IDS

scattering mechanisms, optical modes in superlattices will be scattered at the interface

more strongly than acoustic modes. Sharp peaks in the density of states in the optical

range, due to strongly confined modes with much reduced velocities, will result in the

scattering rate of optical modes being greater than for their acoustic counterparts. Thus

we can expect that interfaces will weakly scatter long wavelength modes. The factor
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1/(n1+n2)
2 in Eqs. (137) and (138) implies that the IMS and IDS mechanisms become

more powerful as the superlattice period decreases. In other words, phonon interface

scatterings are greatest for thin superlattices and decrease as the superlattices become

thicker. However, one must also consider that the thinner the two regions, the smaller

the region that becomes available for mass smearing and broken bonds.

Phonon anharmonic relaxation rates in superlattice structures are affected by three

factors: zone-folding effect in phonon dispersion relations (i.e. changes in frequencies

and velocities), mini-gap formations, and the dual mass term D (due to the presence

of two materials in a A/B superlattice). The first two of these factors can produce two

seemingly opposite effects: reduction in the number of allowed three-phonon interactions

involving acoustic and/or optical modes, and reduction in the number of phonon modes

taking part in conduction process. The third factor, the dual mass term, is controlled by

the amplitude ratio eB/eA and the density ratio ̺A/̺B (or, the mass ratioMA/MB). As

discussed earlier, superlattice structure formation with the presence of more than one

material per unit cell also gives rise to the development of ’mini-Umklapp’ processes. As

eB/eA grows exponentially towards the zone edge, there will be a much greater increase

in the relaxation rate for zone-edge modes compared to zone-centre modes. From the

points made above, we can expect that the relaxation rate of acoustic phonons will be

more affected by the dual mass term D and that the relaxation rate of optical modes

will be affected by both the mini-gap formation and the D term.

When attempting a first-principles calculation of the lattice thermal conductivity

of a nanocomposite, the first obvious thing to do is to ‘relax’ the crystal structure.

Referring to a SL structure, this involves obtaining the equilibrium lattice constant

and relaxed atomic positions at the interface between the two materials inside each

unit cell. The effect of interface relaxation on phonon dispersion relation and thermal

conductivity of ultra-thin Si/Ge SLs was investigated in Ref. [89]. It was found that

interface relaxation results in important changes in the phonon spectrum above 200 cm−1

in ultrathin SinGen[001] SLs, with n representing the number of atomic bilayers. This in

turn results in alterations to mini-gap locations and widths. The product of the specific

heat and phonon velocity squared is more affected by the geometry relaxation along the

SL growth direction than in a SL plane direction. The zone-average value of the phonon

anharmonic relaxation time in Si1Ge1 SL is increased by around 7%. However, as shown

in Fig. 20, the overall effect of atomic relaxation is to reduces the conductivity tensor

components by no more than 5%. We note that in this figure x, y and z axes are taken

along [110], [11̄0] and [001], respectively. The calculations were made with both alloy

and isotope mass scatterings included, and the anharmonic interaction included with

the choice of Grüneisen’s constant γ = 0.5.

Detailed numerical calculations of the lattice thermal conductivity of SinGen[001]

superlattices, with n = 1 − 8 indicating atomic bilayers, have been presented in Ref.

[90]. In this article we have also expressed these structures by SL(n, n). For such

ultrathin SLs there is no evidence of the development of interface misfit dislocation

and thus no IDS was included. A revised scheme for mass smudging across interfaces
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Figure 20. Effect of atomic relaxation on the lattice thermal conductivity of Si1Ge1
superlattice. Reproduced from [89].

was adopted for deriving the IMS relaxation rate. Experimental measurements have

indicated that the anharmonicity parameter Grüneisen’s constant γ is temperature

dependent for bulk Si and Ge, usually increasing with temperature [153, 154]. Assuming

a similar behaviour for Si/Ge SLs, test results for SL(1,1) indicated that the following

temperature-dependent form of mode-average γ is a reasonable choice:

γ =







γ0 T < Tc

γ0
(

1 + (T−Tc)
Tc

)nγ

T ≥ Tc
, (146)

with γ0 = 0.45, nγ = 0.56 and Tc = 150 K. The choice of these parameters produces

values of γ that lie intermediate to values obtained experimentally for bulk Si and Ge,

and close to the value for SiGe alloys in the temperature range 150-300 K [154].

Figure 21 shows the results for the conductivity tensor components for SL(1,1) and

SL(8,8). Also shown in panel (a) are the experimental data for bulk Si and Ge from

Ref. [155] and in panel (b) the experimental data from Ref. [148] for the Si(22 Å)Ge(22

Å) superlattice (which is close to SL(8,8)) with a sample size equivalent to 100 periods.

The figure caption details the mass-defect scattering parameter, the probability factor

for interface mass-mixing and the boundary length used in the calculations.

The conductivity tensor κij for SL(1,1) is isotropic, since the system can be

viewed as quite similar to a bulk alloy. Based on a reasonable defence of the

parameters employed in the calculations, it has been predicted that the low-temperature

conductivity components of SL(1,1) would be significantly lower (by an order of

magnitude) than the average of results for equivalent bulk Si and Ge systems. At

temperatures above 100 K, the SL(1,1) conductivity components would lie intermediate

to the results for bulk Si and Ge. These predictions are at variance with those presented

by Garg et al. [152] in Fig. 18 for the monolayer Si/Ge superlattice.
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Figure 21. Lattice thermal conductivity tensor components for the ultrathin

Si1Ge1[001] and Si8Gen[001] superlattices, where n indicates the number of atomic

bilayers. The parameter LB represents the effective boundary scattering length. The

point mass-defect scattering rate is scaled by a factor of 4.5 and a probability of 0.05

is used for modelling mass mixing at an interface layer. Reproduced from [90].

A clear difference between the in-plane conductivity components (κxx and κyy)

and cross-plane component κzz can be noted from Fig. 21(b) for SL(8,8). The in-

plane components are predicted to be approximately 4 times larger than the cross-plane

component. The relative reduction in the κzz component is obviously due to two main

factors: reduced phonon velocity and the IMS factor. The experimental results of Ref.

[148] have been compared with two calculations for SL(8,8). In both calculations the

same point mass-defect scale factor and interface mass-mixing probability factor were

used, but two different boundary lengths were considered: LB = 4.43 × 10−7 m (100

period value, the actual sample size) and LB = 3× 10−7 m (around 68% of the sample

size). There is good qualitative agreement between theory and experiment. However,

the agreement is improved for the smaller boundary length, which can be considered to

indicate some measure of surface roughness.

Variation of κzz with the period size (i.e. with the atomic bilayer index n) is found

to be rather complicated. While in general κzz decreases with n, the precise manner in

which this happens depend on the details of interface mass mixing (e.g. probability of

a layer being mixed and the number of layers being mixed). Interface quality is largely

dependent on growth conditions and the techniques employed.
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Figure 22. Lattice thermal conductivity for Si(19)/Ge(5)[001] and Si(72)/Ge(30)[001]

superlattices, where the numbers of atomicmonolayers are indicated. Reproduced from

[128].

Figure 22 shows the low-temperature conductivity results for for [001] superlattices

containing 19/5 and 72/30 Si/Ge monolayers: viz. with SL period sizes 33 Å and 140

Å, respectively. Lee et al. [147] fabricated such SLs and measured their conductivity.

For explaining these low-temperature results, the anharmonic phonon interaction was

ignored (i.e. γ = 0 was used). Boundary scattering lengths were taken as the sample

sizes reported by Lee et al. . The strength of isotopic mass defect scattering was cal-

culated a priori from the relative isotopic abundances. For a successful reproduction

of the experimental results for the thinner SL only the interface IMS mechanism was

invoked, while for the thicker SL both IMS and IDS mechanisms were considered. From

the calculations it was found that beyond 100 K the conductivity of these SLs is largely

controlled by the IMS and IDS mechanisms. The calculations suggest that at very low

temperatures, where boundary scattering is governed by the sample size, the conduc-

tivities of the two SLs have similar values. Above approximately 25 K, the results are

controlled by interface scattering mechanism(s). In accordance with the general trend of

decrease of conductivity with increase in SL period size, it is found that both cross-plane

and in-plane conductivity components for the thicker SL are smaller than those for the

thinner SL. The numerical results show clear anisotropic behaviour of the conductivity.

The ratio κxx/κzz tends to unity at very low temperatures (in the boundary scattering

regime) for the thicker SL, whereas it remains much greater than unity for the thinner

SL. These results can be explained. At low temperatures, only low-lying phonon modes

are populated. In the thicker SL large amounts of zone-folding take place and at low

temperatures phonon modes both at the zone-centre and the zone-edge are populated.

Conversely, for the thinner SL there is less zone-folding and the zone-edge modes are not

populated until higher temperatures. In accordance with Eq. (133), zone-edge modes

are scattered more strongly than zone-centre modes, making both IMS and IDS highly

anisotropic scattering mechanisms at low temperatures for the thinner SL, but less so

for the thicker SL.
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(ii) Thin Si nanowires:

Li et al. [156] have used the vapour-liquid-solid method to synthesize Si nanowires

of different diameters (22, 37, 56, and 115 nm). Symbols in Fig. 23 show the measured

thermal conductivities of their samples. These authors were able to fit the measured

low-temperature data (between 20 and 60 K) for the nanowires with 115 and 56 nm

diameters with the Debye T 3 law. However, for the smaller diameter nanowires (37 and

22 nm) the temperature power exponent becomes smaller as the diameter decreases,

and for the 22 nm nanowire a significant deviation from the T 3 law was established.

Figure 23. Lattice thermal conductivity of Si nanowires. The experimental data is

read from [156] and the figure is reproduced with permission from [160].

Several theoretical attempts have been made to explain the experimental results

obtained by Li et al. , including the semi-classical Boltzmann-type approach [157],

a semi-empirical molecular dynamics approach [158], and the quantum Landauer

formalism [159]. All these models are capable of explaining the measured thermal

conductivity results for the nanowires of all diameters, except 22 nm. It has been argued

[159] that in order to explain the conductivity of the nanowire of diameter 22 nm it is

important to employ a theoretical model that combines incoherent surface scattering for

short-wavelength phonons with nearly ballistic long-wavelength phonons. However, a

later theoretical attempt [160] employing the Callaway-Debye-Srivastava relaxation-time

model (i.e. using Eqs. (102), (104), (105), (107) and (125)) was found to successfully

explain the results for all diameter sizes, including 22 nm. The theoretical results from

Ref. [160] are shown by the solid curves in in Fig. 23.

For reproducing the experimental results for the nanowires of diameters 115 nm and

56 nm numerical calculations had to use a several times stronger mass-defect scattering
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parameter than what is needed for bulk Si. For the thinner nanowire of diameter 37 nm,

the mass-defect parameter had to be increased five-fold compared to that for the thicker

nanowires. For the thinnest nanowire (diameter 22 nm) it became necessary to con-

sider a very strong diffuse surface (boundary) scattering, and a mass-defect scattering

parameter twice that for the 37 nm wire. The choice of a significantly smaller effective

boundary length for the 22 nm wire clearly indicates that the surface of this wire is

quite rough. For nanowires of all thickness, a stronger anharmonicity factor (Grünisen’s

constant γ between 1.4 and 1.7) was used than is needed for bulk Si (usually γ = 0.8

is adequate). Following the discussion in Sec. 4.3.2, we re-iterate that the level of suc-

cessful agreement between theory and experiment for the conductivity achieved for the

22 nm nanowire is not expected to continue to much thinner nanowires.

(iii) Nanodots dispersed in a homogeneous host matrix:

Behrang et al. [135] have presented results of their theoretical investigations for

the lattice thermal conductivity of Ge (host) in which spherical Si particles (NDs)

are dispersed. For this they used the single mode relaxation time expression within

Debye’s isotropic continuum scheme (the first term in Eq. (102) and fitted experimental

conductivity results for bulk Si and Ge by fitting the adjustable parameters B and θ in

an expression for the anharmonic mean free path of the form Λ−1 = BTω2 exp(−θ/T ).
With bulk results fitted, they computed the effective thermal conductivity of the

composite material by using the formula

κeff = κhost
2κhost + (1 + 2α)κND + 2φ[(1− α)κND − κhost]

2κhost + (1 + 2α)κND − φ[(1− α)κND − κhost]
, (147)

where φ is the volume fraction of the suspended particles, and κhost and κND are the

conductivites of the host (Ge) and nanodots (Si), respectively. The effective phonon

mean free paths in the host and NDs, Λeffective host and Λeffective ND, are computed using

the scattering formulae presented in Sec. 4.4.2.

The results of their calculations for different Si nanodot sizes and volume fractions

in Ge host are presented in Fig. 24. A few observations can be made. The conductivity

of the nanocomposite is lower than that of bulk Ge at all temperatures for all Si nanodot

sizes and volume fractions. At a given temperature, the conductivity decreases with a

decrease of the nanodot size. The conductivity decreases with an increase in the volume

fraction of the nanodots. For the volume fraction φ = 0.2 of the smallest nanodot

considered (10 nm), the conductivity becomes almost temperature independent. This

is due to the dominance of the interface scattering over the anharmonic scattering

over the whole temperature range of the calculations (200-1000 K). The significantly

reduced values of the conductivity at higher volume fractions and smaller particle sizes

is expected to arise due to the relative increase in the interface scattering area per

unit volume [161] implying strong confinement of phonon transport at the particle-host

interface.

Mingo et al. [162] employed a “nanoparticle-in-alloy” material approach to in-

vestigate the ZT of nanoparticles embedded in an alloy matrix. It was found that the
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Figure 24. Lattice thermal conductivity of Si nanodots dispersed in a Ge host.

Results of theoretical calculations are presented for different nanodot sizes (ap) and

volume fractions (φ). Panel (a): φ = 0.01, panel (b): φ = 0.2. For comparison, results

for bulk Ge are also presented. Reproduced with permission from [135]. Copyright

(2013), AIP Publishing LLC.

effect of embedding silicide and germanide fillers led to a potential 5-fold increase in ZT

of SiGe alloys at room temperature and 2.5 times increase (making ZT ∼ 1.7) at 900

K. This work predicts the existence of an optimal nanoparticle size that minimizes the

nanocomposite’s lattice thermal conductivity.

(iv) Finite-length nanowires dispersed in a homogeneous host matrix:

More recently, Behrand et al. [163] have adopted the method decribed in the

preceeding subsection for deriving a formula for the heat conductivity of a system con-

taining a dispersion of generally oriented nanowires of a finite length in a homogeneous

matrix. For such a system, the conductivity becomes a function of four parameters: the

specularity parameter p, the length LW of the nanowires, the radius ap od the nanowires,

and the angle θ between the nanowire orientation and the direction of the heat flux.

Their numerical calculations for Si nanowires in a Ge host show that for all volume

fractions the longitudinal conductivity κ‖ (i.e. along the nanowire growth direction)
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increases with the nanowire length LW and approaches a plateau al larger lengths. Also,

κ‖ decreases with increasing the nanowire volume fraction, due to a relative increase in

phonon-interface scattering. The conductivity generally decreases as the orientational

angle θ increases from zero (for κ‖) to π/2 (for κ⊥). This clearly indicates that the

conductivity becomes strongly anisotropic. The anisotropic factor (κ‖ − κ⊥)/κ‖ could

be changed in a controlled manner by appropriately choosing the four parameters men-

tioned earlier. Their numerical calculations suggest that the anisotropic factor of 42%

could be achieved for φ = 0.1, ap = 10 nm, LW = 300 nm, and p = 0.

(v) General remark on ‘tuning’ of lattice thermal conductivity via nanostructuring:

It has been demonstrated both from experimental measurements and theoretical

calculations that nanostructuring (e.g. in the form of superlattices, nanowires, and

nanodots dispersed in the host matrix) is capable of producing a significant reduction

in lattice thermal conductivity compared to the corresponding bulk value(s). Different

amounts of reduction can be achieved from different types of nanostructuring.

The results presented in Figs. 16 and 17 indicate that the room-temperature

conductivity values in the range 2-15 Wm−1K−1 can be achieved by controlled formation

of Si/Ge, Si/SiGe and SiGe/SiGe superlattices with their period size in the range 3-30

nm. The results presented in Fig. 23 indicate that conductivity values in the range 5-40

Wm−1K−1 can be achieved for Si nanowires in size range 22-115 nm. Finally, the results

in Fig. 24 predict that the conductivity of the nanocomposite made of a small fraction

of Si nanodots in the size range 10-100 nm dispersed in the Ge host can expected to be

in the range 10-50 Wm−1K−1. It is clear therefore that a great deal of ‘tunability’ of the

conductivity is possible by fabrication of different types and sizes of nanocomposites.

However, as remarked in Sec. 4.4.2(iv), there are several obscure variables that

might individually and/or collectively control phonon scatterings in nanostructures and

nanocomposites. More experimental and theoretical research is required to determine

the ranges and relative strengths of such parameters so as to determine the degree of

‘tunability’ of the conductivity of such materials.

6. Examples of phonon tuning for the enhancement of TE figure of merit

Having presented some examples of the extent to which phonon conductivity can be

controlled (reduced) via nanostructuring, we will now discuss the role of phonon tuning

in the enhancement of TE figure of merit. It has long been the aim of therists to do so,

but the lack of theoretical schemes and computational resources to deal with the phonon

conductivity of bulk and nanostructured materials using the same theoretical technique

and incorporating relevant phonon interaction processes has hindered the progress in

terms of presenting numerically accurate answers for ZT . As mentioned in Section 5.3,

different levels of theoretical and computational efforts for κph are required for different

sizes (widths) of nanocomposite materials. Also, as mentioned in the preceeding section,

several theoretical/computational groups [164] are actively engaged in first-principles
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calculations of the phonon conductivity. However, recipes for dealing with anharmonic

phonon interactions and phonon-interface scatterings have not yet been adequately

developed and tested. To the best of this author’s knowledge, ours is the first group to

deal with these two types of phonon interactions for nanocomposites. These theories,

described in Sects. 4.4.2 (i) and (ii), by no means provide the best recipes, but their

effects have been systematically included in the κph results presented in the preceeding

section. In particular, we remind the reader of the ’obscure’ parameters that may control

κph of nanocomposites.

In this section we aim to discuss progress made, using systematic theoretical and

computational approaches, in examining the role of phonon tuning in the enhancement

of ZT . As an enhancement of ZT can be governed both by the electronic tuning (by

increasing the power factor) as well as the phonon tuning, we will also comment on the

extent to which nanostructuring has been found to help the former.

(i) SiGe alloys:

Thomas and Srivastava [123] made calculations of the TE coefficients for an n-type

Si0.754Ge0.246 alloy doped with P donor impurities of concentration 7.3× 1025 m−3. The

results obtained for the Fermi level and Seebeck coefficient from the theoretical analysis

are shown in Fig. 25. Throughout the temperature range 200-1200 K the Fermi level lies

in the upper part of the electronic band gap of the alloy, clearly indicating extrinsic-type

behaviour. Good agreement with experimental data for S from Meddins and Parrott

[141] provides confirmation that there is no obvious transition to a region of intrinsic-

type electrical behaviour.
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Figure 25. Temperature variation of (a) Fermi energy (below the conduction band

minimum) and (b) Seebeck coeffcient in an n-type Si0.754Ge0.246 alloy doped with P

donor impurities of concentration 7.3× 1025 m−3. Solid curves are theoretical results

reported in Ref. [123]. The symbols represent experimental measurements from Ref.

[141]. Reproduced from [123].

The temperature variation of the electrical conductivity σ is presented in Fig. 26(a).

It was found that in order to properly account for the temperature dependence of σ

agreement between theory and experiment required an ad hoc multiplication of the
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theoretical results by a term 0.0013 T 0.4. The necessity for such a fix indicates that

a theory beyond the effective mass approximation is required for explaining electrical

conduction in doped semiconductors.
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Figure 26. Temperature dependence of (a) electrical conductivity and (b) total

lattice thermal conductivity (κ = κph + κel) of an n-type Si0.754Ge0.246 alloy doped

with P donor impurities of concentration 7.3 × 1025 m−3. Solid and dashed curves

are theoretical results reported in Refs. [123] and [141], respectively. The symbols

represent experimental measurements from Ref. [141]. Reproduced from [123].

Measured and theoretical results for the total thermal conductivity κ = κcarriers+κph
are shown in Fig. 26(b). The solid curve represents results of calculations of the

total thermal conductivity by Thomas and Srivastava [123] using Eqs. (40) and (48)

for κcarriers, and the first term in Eq. (102) together with Eqs. (104), (106), (108),

(109), (116) and (121) for κph. The dashed curve shows results of an earlier theoretical

investigation [141], based on simplified treatments of the transport coefficients. Symbols

represent experimental measurements reported in Ref. [141]. There is good agreement

between theory and experiment. The magnitude and decrease of the conductivity with

increase in temperature in the range 200-600 K is entirely contributed by phonons.

The bipolar contribution κbp begins to become appreciable, rising exponentially with

increasing temperature. This makes the total conductivity above 600 K to exhibit a

temperature dependence weaker than that expected from anharmonic interactions and

eventually a minimum at around 900 K.

The temperature dependence of the figure of merit ZT is plotted in Fig. 27(a).

It is interesting to note that the theoretical calculation by Meddins and Parrott [141]

(who employed a simpler and phenomenological theory for κph but did not elaborate

on their method of calculation of S, σ, κrmel and κbp) produced results for ZT vs T

which is in qualitative agreement with the results presented by Thomas and Srivastava

[123]. In quantitatve terms, there is a discrepancy of around 16% at 1000 K, and at

lower temperatures the results from Thomas and Srivastava are slightly larger than the

results from Meddins and Parrott. It is interesting to note from Fig. 27(a) that values of

ZT > 0.5 can be expected throughout the high-temperature range of around 750-1200

K, with a maximum of approximately 0.68 at around 1000 K.
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Figure 27. (a) Temperature dependence of the thermoelectric figure of merit for an

n-type Si0.8Ge0.2 alloy doped with P donor impurities of concentration 7.3×1025 m−3.

Results of an earlier calculation, from Ref. [141], are also shown. Reproduced from

[123]. (b) Figure of merit on n-type SiGe alloys as a function of ionized donor density.

Reproduced with permission from [140]. Copyright (1991), AIP Publishing LLC.

Employing similar calculational schemes for S and σ (but by treating EF (T )

as an adjustable parameter) and the simpler isotropic continuum scheme for phonon

conductivity, Vinning [140] obtained similar values of ZT for n-type SiGe alloys. His

results, presented in Fig. 27(b), suggest that the optimum donor concentration for

achieving highest ZT lies in the range 1− 4× 1026 m−3.

Minnich et al. [165] made a thorough investigation of thermoelectric properties of

n-type and p-type SiGe alloys. The electronic transport coefficients were computed by

essentially employing the nearly free electron theory discussed in Sect. 3. The phonon

conductivity was computed using the Callaway expression in Eq. (102). The three-

phonon interaction rate was, however, computed by adopting an old and ad hoc scheme

[166]. A simple expression for the Umklapp scattering rate of the form τ−1
U ∝ ω2T was

considered, the relaxation rate of Normal processes was considered to have a fixed ratio

with the Umklapp rate, and the strengths of these scattering rates were fixed in an ad

hoc manner. It should be noted that the form of the anharmonic scattering rate used

in this work is only valid at high temperatures. A further fitting parameter related to

higher-order phonon scattering was also incorporated. The computational details of the

phonon conductivity calculations, and the overall conclusions drawn, in this work are

quite similar to those in the work by Meddins and Parrott [31] for n-type SiGe alloys.

The results obtained in this work are also very similar to those obtained in the work

of Vinning [140]. An important obervation is made that with for doping concentration

of both n-type and p-type Si0.7Ge0.3 alloy the bipolar thermal conductivity κbp is domi-

nant at high temperatures, and is accompanied by a large decrease in Seebeck coefficient.
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(ii) BiTeSe and BiSbTe alloys:

Yelgel and Srivastava [167] computed the κ of n-type BiTeSe and p-type BiSbTe

alloys by employing the constant relaxation time approach (CRTA) for S, σ and κcarriers,

and Debye’s isotropic continnum model within the single-mode relaxation time approach

for κph.

The temperature dependence of the Fermi energy and the Seebeck coefficient in

an n-type Bi2(Te0.85Se0.15)3 single crystal, containing 0.1 wt% CuBr and 0.2 wt% SbI3
dopants are shown in Fig. 29. Results of the bipolar contribution and total thermal

conductivity are shown in Fig. 30. Their theoretical modelling successfully reproduces

the experimental data presented by Hyun et al. [168]. The monopolar electronic

contribution κel decreases with increasing temperature, but the bipolar contribution κbp
starts to become appreciable above 300 K and increases exponentially. As a result, the

total conductivity κtot shows a minimum around 400 K. The phonon conductivity of the

sample with 0.2 wt% SbI3 dopants is lower than that of the sample with 0.1 wt% CuBr

dopants. This is the main reason for the minimum in κtot for the sample with 0.2 wt%

SbI3 dopants to shift to a slightly lower temperature than that for the sample with 0.1

wt% CuBr dopants.

(a) (b)

Figure 28. Temperature dependence of the Fermi energy (below the conduction band

minimum) and the Seebeck coefficient in an n-type Bi2(Te0.85Se0.15)3 single crystal,

containing 0.1 wt% CuBr and 0.2 wt% SbI3 dopants. Reproduced from [167].

The temperature dependence of the Fermi energy, Seebeck coefficient, electrical

resistivity and total thermal conductivity in p-type (Bi2Te3)x(Sb2Te3)1−x single crystals

doped with 3 wt% Te are shown in Figs. 31 and 32. The theoretical modelling [169]

successfully reproduces the measured results presented in Ref. [170]. The differences

in the thermal conductivity results below 350 K for different values of the alloy

concentration parameter x can be easily understood to arise from the alloy scattering

of phonons. The bipolar contribution starts to become appreciable above 300 K, but its

magnitude is larger for larger x values due to the corresponding change in the electronic

band gap. The minimum in κtot lies in the range 350-450 K, depending on the x value,
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(a) (b)

Figure 29. Temperature variation of (a) electrical resistivity and (b) electronic

thermal conductivity in n-type Bi2(Te0.85Se0.15)3 single crystal, containing 0.1 wt%

CuBr and 0.2 wt% SbI3 dopants. Reproduced from [167].

as shown in the figure. In the entire range of measurement, 300-500 K, the total thermal

conductivity of these p-type alloys are significantly lower than the results for the n-type

samples in Fig. 30. The minimum value of κtot is found to be 1.15 W m−1K−1 for

x = 0.20 at 400 K, which is nearly one-third of the conductivity of the n-type BiTeSe

alloy presented in Fig. 30.

(a) (b)

Figure 30. (a) Bipolar contribution, and (b) total lattice thermal conductivity

(κ = κph + κel) of n-type Bi2(Te0.85Se0.15)−3 single crystal, containing 0.1 wt% CuBr

and 0.2 wt% SbI3 dopants. The solid and dashed curves indicate theoretical results

from Ref. [167] and the symbols represent experimental data from Ref. [168]. Taken

from from Ref. [167].

The highest ZT value is experimentally obtained for the for the p-type 20% Bi2Te3
- 80% Sb2Te3 sample as 1.33 at 398 K. Theoretically it is found [169] that the x=0.20

sample has the largest ZT as 1.31 at 390 K, which is in very good agreement with the

experimental value [170]. The reason that the x=0.20 sample has the biggest value of

ZT among the six compositions is two-fold: it has the lowest total thermal conductivity
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and has one of the highest power factor values. As shown in Fig. 33 the maximum

ZT result for this p-type sample is 2.6 times that for the n-type Bi2(Te0.85Se0.15)3 single

crystal doped with 0.1 wt.% CuBr. This clearly shows that the TE figure of merit can

be significantly influenced by the choice of alloy composition together with the type and

amount of dopants.

(a) (b)

Figure 31. Temperature dependence of (a) the Fermi energy (below the conduction

band minimum) and (b) Seebeck coefficient in p-type (Bi2Te3)x(Sb2Te3)1−x single

crystals doped with 3 wt% Te. Reproduced with permission from [169]. Copyright

(2013), AIP Publishing LLC.

(a) (b)

Figure 32. Temperature dependence of (a) the electrical resistivity and (b) the total

thermal conductivity in p-type (Bi2Te3)x(Sb2Te3)1−x single crystals doped with 3 wt%

Te. Reproduced with permission from [169]. Copyright (2013), AIP Publishing LLC.

(iii) SiGe alloy nanowires and nanocompites:

Martinez et al. [171] reported the TE characteristics of individual p-type SiGe

alloy nanowires for diameters of 100 to 300 nm and temperatures between 40 to 300 K.

Their experimental data provides evidence of the scattering of low-frequency phonons

by holes of different concentrations as well as the boundary of the nanowires. The
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Figure 33. Temperature variation of the figure of merit for n-type and p-type

BiSbTeSe alloys. Reproduced from [169].

combined boundary and hole-phonon scattering mechanisms were estimated to enhance

ZT by more than a factor of 2 over the bulk SiGe alloy value.

Minnich et al. [165] made a detailed theoretical investigation of the thermoelec-

tric properties of single crystal SiGe alloys and SiGe nanocomposites. As mentioned

in Sect. 6(i), after adjusting the relevant carrier and phonon scattering parameters,

they successfully explained the electronic and phonon transport coefficients and the

TE figure of merit ZT for n- as well as p-type alloys. These authors then modelled

SiGe nanocomposites by considering grain boundaries. It is known that the presence

of grain boundaries reduces the electrical conductivity and can affect the Seebeck co-

efficient. For charge carriers, the effects of grain boundaries are usually considered by

employing the charge-trapping model. The charge carriers suffer scrattering from the

presence of dangling bonds and a space-charge-region with a potential barrier near the

grain boundary. Minnich et al. modelled the scattering rate of charge carriers from

such effects. Two distinct scattering regimes have been considered. The scattering

rate of low-energy electrons follows τ−1
GB ∝ E1/2 , similar to the energy dependence of

a diffusive boundary scattering rate. The scattering rate of high-energy electrons fol-

lows τ−1
GB ∝ E−3/2, similar to the energy dependence of the ionised impurity-scattering

rate. These authors also examined how the thermoelecric properties can be affected

by grain boundaries by a reduction in lattice thermal conductivity. Rather than em-

ploy the modified effective medium formulation for composites as in Eq. (139), they

used a standard boundary scattering rate. Accordingly, the phonon scattering rate was

expressed as τ−1
GB = cs/LGB, where LGB is atypical grain boundary size in the range

10-20 nm. No major effect of grain boundary formation was noted for the Seebeck co-

efficient. However, both the electronic conductivity and the phonon conductivity were
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found to reduce with the incorporation of grain-boundary scatterin rate. The differ-

ence between the conductivities with and without grain-boundary scattering decreases

as the temperature increases. The phonon grain-boundary scattering rate was found

to be much larger than the other phonon scattering rates over the entire temperature

range. Thus, while the nanocomposite electronic conductivity approaches that of the

bulk at high teperatures, the phonon conductivity remains much lower than that of the

bulk. This difference in the temperature variation of the electronic and phonon con-

ductivities leads to a net increase in ZT which is most pronounced at high temperatures.

(iv) Superlattice structures:

A. General considerations and experimental results:

In bulk materials, values of ZT larger than 1 have been largely achieved due to the

reduction in κph resulting from phonon scattering by mass disorder in alloys. Complex

cage-like bulk structures, such as skuterrudite, have been simulated as a phonon-glass

electron-crystal (PGEC), with a view to reducing κph without a deterioration of the

electronic mobilities. However, such structures do not produce ZT values much larger

than 1. From these results, Venkatasubramanian et al. [172] made the observation that

(i) a one-to-one correlation between lower κph and enhanced ZT had not been established

and (ii) enhancement of ZT by ‘tuning’ phonon properties, but without producing a

deterioration of electronic transport, had not been established. Thin-film materials and

nanocomposite structures offer greater degree of flexibility for ZT enhancement. Using

such materials, several routes have been attempted. These include: (i) quantum-dot

structures for obtaining an enhanced carrier density of states near the Fermi energy, (ii)

phonon-blocking/electron-transmitting superlattice structures (using acoustic mismatch

between the SL components to reduce κph and potentially eliminating alloy scattering

of carriers) and (iii) using thermionic effects in heterostructures. Venkatasubramanian

et al. [172] demonstrated the effectiveness of route (ii). They produced high-quality p-

type Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 superlattices of period size 60 Å (10Å/50Å, 20Å/40Å, and 30Å/30Å

layer thickness in a period). Such ultra-short-period SLs offered significantly higher in-

plane carrier mobilities than BiSbTe alloys, owing to the near absence of carrier-alloy

scattering and random carrier-interface scattering. They found that κph is relatively

independent of the SL period and the thickness of the constituents, whereas the carrier

transport was dependent on the period and the relative thickness of the constituents.

The room-temperature phonon conductivity κph was measured to be 0.22 Wm−1 K−1,

much lower than the alloy results presented in Figs. 30 and 32. Uisng temperature-

dependent measurements of σ, S and κtot, they obtained ZT vs. T results shown in Fig.

34 for the 10Å/50Å SL. The room-temperature value of ZT ∼ 2.4 was estimated. Their

results indicate that phonon and hole (charge carriers) transport can be fine-tuned to

improve ZT .

B. Computational results mainly focussed on electronic components:

Using the effective mass theory and the CRTA (cf. Sec. 3.2) for calculating the

electronic TE coefficients S, σ and κel, but treating κph as an adjustable parameter,
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Figure 34. Temperature variation of the figure of merit for n-type and p-type

Bi2Te3(10Å)/Sb2Te3(50Å) superlattice. Results for some other materials have also

been presented. Reproduced from [172].

Hicks and Dresselhaus [44] proposed that it may be possible to increase ZT of certain

materials by preparing them in quantum-well superlattice structures. Using their simple

theoretical scheme, they indicated that Bi2Te3 in a quantum-well structure has the

potential to increase ZT by an order of magnitude over the bulk value. Their theory

includes the electron confinement effect due to quantum well formation. However, it

treats the phonon conductivity κph as a simple adjustable parameter, without providing

any basis for that. Since, as discussed in the preceeding section, it is expected that κph
would change (reduce) significantly and thus its adjusted parametric value should also

change upon quantum well formation, it is difficult to assess from the results presented

in [44] the roles of electron confinement and phonon tuning in the enhancement of ZT .

By employing a similar theoretical method, Sofo and Mahan [173] showed that

there is an improvement of the figure of merit, produced by the enhancement of the

electronic density of states at the bottom of the lowest subband. This enhancement is

produced by the increase of the effective mass along the superlattice growth direction.

It was found that a moderate increase of ZT may be expected for intermediate values of

the superlattice period. However, ZT starts to be reduced with further reduction of the

period because of the broadening of the lowest subband, approaching a 3D-like density

of states.

Lin-Chung and Reinecke [34] developed the theory of TE transport coefficents for

superlattices as presented in Sec. 2. Using the effective mass theory and the CRTA for

calculating the electronic TE coefficients S, σ and κel, but treating κph as an adjustable

parameter, they examined the variation of ZT as a function of the ratio of well (Bi2Te3)

and barrier (Pb0.75Sn0.25Te3) in a superlattice structure. Their results for cross-plane

and in-plane components of ZT are presented in Fig. 35. Their work recovers the results

obtained by Hicks and Dresselhaus for the case when the barrier thickness is zero. It was
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found that the cross-plane component of ZT lies between the results for the bulks Bi2Te3
and Pb0.75Sn0.25Te3. It was also found that for certain barrier/well width ratios the in-

plane component of ZT can become much larger than the higher of the constituent bulk

values. Similar to the work of Hicks and Dresselhaus [44], these authors also treated the

phonon conductivity κph as a simple adjustable parameter, without providing any basis

for that. Therefore, while valuable information can be extracted regarding the effect

of the barrier/well width ratio for changes in ZT , no information can be gained with

regards to the role of phonon tuning.

(a) (b)

Figure 35. Variation of ZT as a function of the barrier/well width ratio for the

Bi2Te3/Pb0.75Sn0.25Te3 superlattice: (a) when current flows along the growth direction

(cross-plane ZT ) and (b) when current flows perpendicular the growth direction (in-

plane ZT ). Reproduced from [34].

Anisotropy and non-parabolicity in the electronic band structure may play a big role

in estimating the electronic TE transport coefficients of certain semiconductors, such

as PbTe [174, 175, 176]. However, Broido and Reinecke [175], using (i) full superlattice

electronic band structure and (ii) a multiband inelastic Boltzmann equation for carrier-

phonon scattering, presented a less optimistic view than the results obtained by Hicks

and Dresselhaus [44] and Lin-Chung and Reinecke [34] from the use of the simple effective

mass (i.e. parabolic bands) theory and the CRTA. Broido and Reinecke found that the

increased carrier scattering rates that occur with increasing confinement in superlattice

structures cause the power factor S2σ to remain near the bulk value for all barrier

heights. Broido and Reinecke also suggested that similar findings are expected for all

semiconductor superlattice systems. Once again, however, no information can be gained

from this work regarding the role of phonon tuning in the enhancement of ZT .

Based upon an analysis of the theoretical investigations and the experimental re-

sults presented so far in this section, it becomes clear that the ‘tuning’ of phonon

properties is likely to play a more significant role in obtaining enhancement in ZT of

superlattice systems, and of nanomaterials in general. This is supported by the recent

experimental work of Zhang et al. [177] whose TE property measurements indicate

that enhancement in ZT for n-type Bi2Te3 nanowire samples results from significantly

reduced thermal conductivity due to enhanced phonon scattering at the nanoscale in-
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terfaces.

C. Computational results focussed on phonon tuning:

(α) Bi2Te3 quantum well structures:

Some theoretical effort has been made to examine the role of phonon confinement

towards an enhancement of the TE figure of merit of nanostructures. Balandin et

al. [178] studied the effect of phonon confinement on the enhancement of ZT for

Bi2Te3 quantum wells. These authors modelled the confinement of acoustic phonons by

employing the continuous medium approximation for quantum well structures with free-

surface boundaries. They treated the electronic contributions using a scheme similar

to that employed by Hicks and Dresselhaus [44]. This study suggests that at room

temperature the phonon confinement effect can give rise to an enhancement of ZT as

large as two times the value without the confinement for a 90 Å wide quantum well. This

suggestion has to be treated with some caution, and may not be numerically accurate.

This is because the expression used in their work for anharmonic phonon ineraction is

too simplistic and only valid at high temperatures. Also, this work did not consider

phonon scattering from rough and defective interfaces, which may considerably change

the enhancement factor for ZT . The role of optical phonons was completely ignored.

Theoretical investigations have recently been made [179] for the Bi2Se3/Bi2Te3/Bi2Se3
and Sb2Te3/Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 quantum well systems, with Bi2Te3 considered as the well

material. Calculations were made by employing the Hicks-Dresselhaus scheme for the

electronic transport coefficients and the Lin-Chung-Reinecke scheme for the thermo-

electric transport coefficients of superlattice structures (as described in Sect. 2). The

phonon conductivity was calculated by employing an isotropic continuum scheme for

both the harmonic and anharmonic forces (as described in Sects. 4.3.2 and 4.4). The

phonon-interface scattering due to the mass-smudging effect was incorporated by em-

ploying a simplified version of the theory described in Sect. 4.4.2: in particular, the

probability of layer mixing was chosen to decrease exponentially from an interface. The

anharmonic phonon relaxation rate in the quantum well structures was considered, in a

very simplified manner following Ref. [180], of the form

τ−1
qs (anh,QW) = τ−1

qs (anh, bulk)(nA + nB)
2/3, (148)

where nA and nB are the numbers of atomic layers of the well and barrier materials,

respectively, and Eq. (125) is used for τ−1
qs (anh, bulk). Although the ad hoc choice of the

expressions used in this work for the interface and anharmonic scatterings of phonons

may be subject to scrutiny, it is useful to note that this investigation made the following

conclusions. (a) For the n-type quantum well of width dA=7 nm the maximum value of

the power factor is an order of magnitude larger than its bulk value given in Ref. [167].

The highest value of the power factor for the p-type quantum well sample with dA=10

nm is nearly four times bigger than its bulk value obtained in Ref. [169]. (b) An order

of magnitude smaller values of κph are predicted for almost all the considered quantum

well systems compared to their bulk forms. (c) The largest ZT value is predicted to
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be 0.97 at 350 K for the n-type quantum well system of dA=7 nm and 1.945 at 440 K

for the p-type quantum well material of dA=10 nm. Essentially, therefore, this work

suggests that the enhancement of ZT is almost equally contributed by the electronic

and phonon transport coefficients upon the quantum well formation.

(β) Ultra-thin SiGe superlattices:

Recently, calculations were performed [181] of the electronic and phonon transport

coefficients of an n-type Si4Ge4[001] superlattice, with each unit cell containing 4 atomic

bilayers of Si and 4 bilayers of Ge. For such a system, following the theoretical prediction

in [182], the Si layers were considered as quantum wells and the Ge layers as quantum

barriers. The electronic transport coefficients (S, σ and κcarriers) were computed using

the theory described in Sect. 2. A single electron confined state was considered in the

Si quantum well. When calculating σ the dominant scattering process was assumed

to be the acoustic phonon scattering. The phonon dispersion relations and phonon

velocity components were computed from the application of the DFPT scheme – the

dispersion curves along two symmetry directions are presented in the lower panel of Fig.

9. A finite superlattice length of 0.2 µm was taken as an effective phonon boundary

scattering length. The mass-mixing in the first and second bilayers was modelled with

the probabilities of 0.05 and 0.0025, respectively.

Figure 36 shows the phonon conductivity results along and across the superlattice

growth direction. The in-plane values are much larger than the cross-plane values: about

6 times larger at 300 K. A comparison with Fig. 26 shows that for the considered proba-

bilty of interface mass mixing, the cross-plane conductivity of the SL is much lower than

that of the n-type Si0.754Ge0.246 alloy. Figure 37 presents the calculated results for the

power factor σS2 and the figure of merit ZT , with a doping concentration of 9.4× 1025

m−3. Both the in-plane and cross-plane components of the power factor are an order of

magnitude or so greater than that of the alloy. The in-plane component of the figure of

merit ZT is larger than the in-plane componet and greater than the alloy value. This is

a significant difference from the result presented by Lin-Chung and Reinecker [34]. This

difference can be ascribed to a more accurate calculation of the phonon conductivity in

[181]. The results in Fig. 37 suggest that, depending on the interface quality, it may

be possible to obtain an enhancement of ZT beyond 3 at temperatures above 1000 K.

Such an enhancement of ZT for ultra-thin superlattices with reasonably mass-smudged

interfaces would definitely be far superior to that for SiGe alloy nanocomposites sug-

gested in [165].

(v) Important factors for tuning TE transport coefficients:

Although many more systematic studies, preferably employing first-principles

approaches, are required to make numerical assessment of the relative roles of important

factors for tuning TE transport coefficients, it is possible to draw some conclusions from

the results presented in this section. The carrier effective mass and confinement effects

are governed by the chemical composition of the well and barriers materials. Several
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Figure 36. In-plane and cross-plane components of the phonon conductivity of the

Si4Ge4[001] superlattice. Reproduced with permission from [181]. Copyright (2014),

AIP Publishing LLC.
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Figure 37. Computed results of (a) power factor, (b) figure of merit for the

Si4Ge4[001] superlattice. The results are also compared with those for the SixxGexx

alloy. Reproduced with permission from [181]. Copyright (2014), AIP Publishing LLC.

rather obscure factors play roles of different degrees of effectiveness in controlling phonon

transport in low-dimensional systems, particlualy in nanocomposites. These include:
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grain boundary size, mass-disorder, volume fraction of nanoparticle in the host matrix,

interface scattering, and the degree of disorder at interfaces. For an optimistic level of

enhancement for ZT , these factors should be controlled so as to achieve the PGEC-like

behaviour of the nanocomposite structure.

7. Summary and future outlook

In this review article we have presented a summary of the theoretical progress made

towards our understanding of the thermoelectric properties of semiconducting materials.

Both phenomenological and ab initio levels of theoretical developments have been

covered. Analysis of available experimental and theoretical results suggests that the

thermoelectric figure of merit ZT can be enhanced much more effectively by ‘tuning’

phonon properties via fabrication of nanocomposites with rough interfaces. A theory

of the phonon scattering rate due to mass-smudging and broken bonds at superlattice

interfaces has been discussed in some detail. Preliminary computational results suggest

that ZT > 3 can be achieved over a wide range of temperatures in ultrathin Si/Ge

superlattices fabricated with reasonably rough (mass-smudged) interfaces. These results

reassure us of the optimism expressed in the Introduction of achieving ZT > 4 for

suitably doped semiconductor nanocomposite structures with rough interfaces.

There is great need for gaining a firm grip over producing controlled chemical and

structural properties of interfaces, and for an accurate numerical assessment of their

phonon scattering strengths. With these caveats, there is great potential for extending

the current level of theoretical development for the lattice thermal conductivity of

nanocomposite materials, such as superlattices, dispered nanowires in a host matrix,

dispersed nanodots in a host matrix, etc.

Several research groups are actively involved with accurate, first-priciples,

calculations of κph. Such effort will produce reliable results with predictive power for

κph of nanostructures with sharp, unmixed, interfaces. However, there remain two

major challenges that must be overcome for the theoretical/computational progress to

become useful for enahmcement in ZT . The first point is that in most materials the

third-order anharmonic force constants are highly temperature dependent. This can

be appreciated by examining measurements of the temperature-dependent Grüneisen

constant for such materials. Such a consideration would be important for obtaining

accurate honon conductivity results above the Debye temperature. However, at present

there are no clear theoretical guidelines for the inclusion of temperature dependence

in first-principles calculations of anharmonic force constants, and at best some ad hoc

schemes must be adopted. The second point is related to phonon-interface scattering.

Such scattering becomes more effective for thin nanomaterials. Unfortunately, it is

difficult to control the quality of interfaces during nanocomposite formation. This would

make a theorist’s job extremely difficult to develop a definite theory for phonon-interface

scatterings. The best one can hope for is that a number of practical considerations can

be made in theoretical modelling and useful guidelines provided for the control in phonon
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lifetime due to interface scattering.

On the whole, the rapid rate of experimental and theoretical developments in

the investigation of both carrier transport coefficients (S, σ and κcarrier) and the

lattice thermal transport coefficient κph is encouraging and will prove beneficial in the

development of technologically feasible thermoelectric materials. Hopefully, theory and

experiment will work together and complement each other to ‘tune’ phonon properties

effectively for a reliable degree of achievement of enhancement in ZT .
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